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Abstract
This study investigated how aligned polyethylene transforms as a system.
The aim was to identify the relative strength of symmetry and antisymmetry
in the system. An empirical framework was developed based on the Lennard-
Jones potential, which included three nested algorithms. These nested algo-
rithms provided a context specific empirical study of aligned polyethylene.
The first algorithm enabled the formation of a soliton in a classical struc-
ture, in order to minimise the energy of the system. This provided indicative
results, which suggest that solitons may transfer load from one molecular
chain to another. The correspondence between the formation of solitons and
the restoring force on chain ends was also examined. The second algorithm
included the classical formation of a soliton into a statistical structure, in
order to examine the behaviour of the soliton. The algorithm showed that
there are two distinct timescales associated with the structure of the soliton.
The coarse-graining of the temporal structure of the system, followed by sub-
sequent fine-graining, showed the splitting of the soliton into ±pi
2
twistons.
The third algorithm included the behaviour of the soliton within a geomet-
ric construction consisting of hexagonal sites, to examine how spontaneous
symmetry breaking and symmetry restoration may occur in a system that is
at the critical point of orthorhombic and hexagonal symmetry. It was found
that the system behaves neither as a pure solid crystal nor as a pure fluid.
Therefore it may be predicted that the system has connection to a liquid
crystal, which may inform novel efforts in the future to transform not just
aligned polyethylene but also other similar materials.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The production of the first synthetic polymer in 1907 was a major break-
through in the production of industrially viable and usable materials. Since
then polymers have been used in a wide-range of industrial applications due
to their low density and flexibility and their ability to be moulded into a
wide variety of forms. Examples of important polymers include polyethy-
lene, nylon, polystyrene and polybutadiene. The applications of polymers
are wide-ranging; these include commercial packaging, drilling seals in the
oil industry, sports equipment and computer hardware, to name a few. The
commercial viability of polymers combined with the beneficial change that
polymers have brought about in the lives of people, as well as the potential
of polymers in the future applications, cannot be understated.
The field of polymer physics emerged after the commercial production
of synthetic polymers was already well underway. The initial attempts at
modelling polymers were based on the idea of the freely-jointed chain, which
reduced the molecular structure of a polymer chain and focused on the ex-
ternal stochastic effects due to temperature. An example of a model based
on the freely-jointed chain is the Rouse model. The Rouse model was first
proposed in 1953. Since the proposal of the Rouse model there have been
several models that have been used to examine the detailed internal structure
of polymer chains. Examples of these include the united-atom model and the
all-atom model. These models are variants of a much older model, proposed
in 1939 and known as the Frenkel-Kontorova model. The use of molecular
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modelling provides an important complement to the industrial synthesis of
polymers.
The idea that polyethylene molecules could form light but incredibly
tough fibres, if aligned and fully extended was a major realisation in the
field of polymer engineering. The material known as Ultra-High Molecular
Polyethylene (UHMWPE) has realised some of the potential that is embed-
ded in the idea of molecular alignment. The material is sometimes known as
the ”world’s strongest fibre,” demonstrating exceptional mechanical proper-
ties. The industrial applications of the material are broad with use in fishing
lines, satellite shields, and bullet proof vests.
The two approaches to representing a molecular chain, namely (i) reduced
representation of the chain and a focus on external stochastic effects (Rouse
model) and (ii) detailed representation of the chain and focus on internal
molecular structure (Frenkel-Kontorova model), remain distinct. The dis-
tinct nature of the models means that polymer physicists generally select
one type of model or the other. The coherent combination of the two models
remains an outstanding problem.
The aim of this project is to develop a mechanical model that focuses
on the dynamic transfer and distribution of load in aligned polyethylene.
The phenomenon of load is key to the material because the use of aligned
polyethylene in industrial applications is primarily based on its ability to take
up an external load. The other aim of this project is to identify the sources
of barriers in the material that may prevent it from becoming effective.
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1.2 Outline of the project
In chapter 2 the experimental and computational research into the morphol-
ogy of aligned polyethylene is discussed. The existence of complex variations
in the morphology of the material is highlighted, and the limitations of ex-
isting methods in capturing these variations are detailed.
In chapter 3 the idea of a soliton is described and variations in the defi-
nition of the soliton are discussed. The two mathematical frameworks that
have been developed to define the soliton precisely, namely the Korteweg-de-
Vries equation and the Sine-Gordon equation, are discussed. The limitations
of the two frameworks in the context of load transfer and temperature are
highlighted. The observation of solitons in experiment, which are sometimes
known as ’squeezed solitons’, is discussed.
In chapter 4 the classical molecular models that have been used to repre-
sent molecular chains in aligned polyethylene are discussed, along with the
Maxwell model that has been used to predict the viscoelastic behaviour of
the material. The limitations of both of groups of models are compared and
the complementary nature of these limitations are highlighted.
In chapter 5 some of the variations in the transfer and distribution of
load in molecular chains of aligned polyethylene are simulated under ideal
conditions. A connection is made between these variations and the formation
of solitons. The chapter finishes on the topic of the nucleation of solitons from
the ends of a molecular chain.
In chapter 6 the problem of the transfer and distribution of load in condi-
tions of temperature is addressed through simulation. This involves forming
a single soliton in a classical molecular model and adding temperature to
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the system. The method of time-averaging is used to reduce the variations
in this combined system, showing the coherent propagation of the soliton,
and disassociation of the soliton into two pi
2
twistons of opposite topological
charge.
In chapter 7 the potential energy barriers to the rotation and translation
of a single chain in a fixed periodic crystal are simulated. The Lennard-
Jones potential provides the basis for symmetry and antisymmetry in the
system of aligned polyethylene. This is followed by an analysis that uses
a geometric construction to show how spontaneous symmetry breaking and
symmetry restoration may occur in a system that is at the critical point of
orthorhombic and hexagonal symmetry.
In chapter 8, the existing approaches and new results regarding the study
of dynamic load and the study of barriers are summarised. The limitations
of the approach adopted in this study are highlighted, as are the possibilities
for future work.
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2 Morphology of aligned polyethylene
2.1 Definition of a polymer
The definition of an isomer was given by the Swedish chemist Jons Jacob
Berzelius (1779-1848) in 1831. He defined isomers as two compounds that
have the same composition but different properties. Later Berzelius made
a distinction between two different types of isomerism. He called these
metamerism and polymerism. Metamerism arises when the absolute com-
position of two compounds is the same but their properties are different.
The difference in properties would arise from different arrangements of com-
ponent atomic groupings. Polymerism arises when the relative composition
of two compounds is the same but their molecular weights are different. For
example, ethene (C2H4) and butene (C4H8) would be classified as polymers
under Berzelius’ definition (Jensen, 2006). The etymology of the word ’poly-
mer’ is from the Greek polus meaning ‘many ’and meros meaning ‘parts.’
Berzelius later wrote that neither metamerism nor polymerism were able
to explain the difference in properties between two substances of the same
form. Examples of these included diamond and graphite, which are both
composed of carbon but are structured differently. This stemmed from a
belief that Berzelius shared with other chemists of his time, that all pure
elements are monoatomic and unstructured. This meant that Berzelius ex-
plained variations in the properties of substances only through changes in
their composition without considering variations in the molecular structure
(Jensen, 2006).
Berzelius introduced a third definition of isomerism, which applied to ele-
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ments with identical composition. He called this allotropism (Jensen, 2006).
The distinction between metamerism, polymerism and allotropism blurred
over time. This coincided with the rise of organic chemistry in the 1840s and
1850s (Jensen, 2006). Indeed the chemist Henry Edward Armstrong (1848-
1937) observed in 1888:
”Even a superficial reader of the chemical literature will soon become aware
that the terms isomeric and the kindred expressions allotropic, metameric,
and polymeric are by no means used in consistent senses, and he will have
considerable trouble in clearly realising their exact and relative import.”
By the late 1800s several attempts had been made to address the question
of the molecular structure of substances. The literal valency interpretation of
molecular constitution had evolved from the contributions of Friedrich Au-
gust Kekule (1829-1896) and his successors. In particular Kekule suggested
that carbon atoms could directly link together (Flory, 1953). The other
main theory of molecular structure was based on the secondary association
of molecules, which was thought to occur through ’partial valences’ and van
der Waals forces. This theory gained precedence over Kekule’s description
and led to the belief that polymers have associative structures (Flory, 1953).
In an important paper in 1920, Hermann Staudinger (1881-1965) argued
against the view of polymeric substances as associative structures held by
partial valences. Instead he viewed polymeric substances as linear chains
held together by literal valency between atoms. This is now known as the
Staudinger hypothesis and it adopts Kekule’s view of valency. Staudinger
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proposed two specific linear chain structures:
CH2 CH
C6H5
CH2 CH
C6H5
CH2 O CH2 O CH2 O
The first chain represents polystyrene and the second chain represents poly-
oxymethylene (Flory, 1953), and these are still accepted today.
Staudinger went further by contending that the colloidal properties of
polymeric substances are dependent entirely on the sizes of their primary
valence molecules (Flory, 1953). This structural approach was crucial to the
development of the modern definition of a polymer, and has led to most of
the recent advances in the synthesis of polymers. Staudinger later used the
term ’macromolecule’ to describe large covalently bonded organic molecules
containing more than 103 atoms (Jensen, 2008).
The current definition of a polymer is a molecule that consists of directly
linked repeating sub-units called monomers.
2.2 Development of polyethylene
Polymers are divided into two categories; natural polymers and synthetic
polymers. Natural polymers have been in use for thousands of years, as evi-
denced by the use of cotton, silk and rubber by many civilisations. The first
synthetic polymer was produced in 1907 by the Belgian chemist Leo Baeke-
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land (1863 - 1944) and was known as Bakelite. At this point the structural
definition of a polymer proposed by Staudinger had not been formulated.
The development of Staudinger’s hypothesis guided the production of new
synthetic polymers because the synthesis of polymers could now be under-
stood in terms of molecular structure. In the 1930s, a new synthetic poly-
mer known as polyethylene was produced (McCrum, Buckley and Bucknall,
1997). Polyethylene is synthesised by the addition of ethylene monomers to
the ends of a growing chain. It is therefore known as an addition polymer.
The process of synthesising polyethylene is initiated by a catalyst and is
driven by the formation, propagation and termination of a free radical. The
breaking of bonds results in the formation of a free radical. The free radical
propagates, which results in the addition of ethylene monomers to a growing
chain. The propagation of the free radical is terminated when the free radical
is paired with another free radical. This stops the growth of the polyethylene
chain (Contreras, 2007).
This chapter is concerned with a specific type of polyethylene called
aligned polyethylene. It is also known as Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethy-
lene (UHMWPE) or oriented polyethylene. The discussion below defines
aligned polyethylene and gives a brief account of its properties and applica-
tions. It then examines the literature on its observed mechanical behaviour.
The discussion also critically reviews the models that have been used to
explain its mechanical behaviour.
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2.3 Material of aligned polyethylene
2.3.1 Properties
Aligned polyethylene is an ultra-drawn fibre consisting of highly oriented
polyethylene molecules. The oriented molecules are extremely long with an
average molecular weight of 106 and are arranged in a complex structure con-
sisting of macrofibrils (Smook and Pennings, 1984, Smith, Lemstra, Pijpers,
and Kiel, 1981). The orientation of the molecules produces a very high level
of anisotropy in the material, which gives the fibre its characteristic strength
parallel to the molecular chains. This in contrast to the comparatively weak
interactions that exist between the chains, which give the fibre its low level of
lateral cohesion (Berger, Kausch and Plummer, 2003). The result of this is
a highly flexible material that can be processed at much lower temperatures
than other materials, such as metals. The density of aligned polyethylene is
lower than that of water, making the material very lightweight. A scanning
electron micrograph of two aligned polyethylene fibres is shown in Figure 1.
Aligned polyethylene therefore has a unique combination of strength, low
weight and flexibility. This makes it invaluable in industrial applications in
which a light, yet tough fibre is required. The material is used in wide-ranging
applications such as ballistic resistant garments, helmets, sails and cut re-
sistance gloves (Ruan, Gao, and Yu, 2006). The flexibility of the material
means that it can be manufactured in the form of braided ropes, laminates
or fabric, depending on the demands of the application (Del Rosso, Iannucci
and Curtis, 2015, Cook, 2010). For example, aligned polyethylene in a lam-
inate form is especially useful for ballistic resistant garments because the
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Figure 1: Two fibres of Dyneema R© SK76 with a diameter of 17 µm. The
Figure is obtained from (Hammad et. al., 2015).
laminate structure can absorb shock impacts. To manufacture a laminate,
two layers of aligned polyethylene fibres must be pressed together. Each layer
of aligned polyethylene consists of many parallel fibres formed on top of a
silicon sheet substrate. Two different sheets may be pressed together under
elevated temperature and pressure conditions to produce a two-ply laminate.
The silicon sheets can then be peeled off. The process may be repeated to
form 4-ply or 8-ply laminates (Cook, 2010).
The mechanical properties of aligned polyethylene can be compared with
other materials, such as metals. The maximum tensile strength of aligned
polyethylene has been measured to be 7.2 GPa and the Young’s Modulus 264
GPa (Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991). The value of the Young’s Modulus
for aligned polyethylene is higher than that of commercial grades of stainless
steel which typically have a Young’s Modulus of 200 GPa. The strength-
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weight ratio of aligned polyethylene is also preferable to steels because aligned
polyethylene is less dense (Wong and Young, 1994, Ledbetter, 1981).
Aligned polyethylene may also be favourable in some respects compared
to other aligned polymers. The Young’s Modulus of the material is higher
than that of Kevlar and Nylon, two very common aligned polymers, which
are also used in a wide range of applications (Bunsell, 1975, Zussman et al.,
2006). Aligned polyethylene also has a simple molecular structure yet a high
degree of morphological complexity (Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991).
2.3.2 Manufacture
In the 1970s, Ward and Cappaccio showed that it is possible to produce
oriented polyethylene fibres (Berger, Kausch and Plummer, 2003). The
first step that they applied in the manufacture of these fibres is known
as melt crystallisation. Melt crystallisation requires taking a mixture of
polyethylene molecules of normal average molecular weight (M¯w > 10
5) and
melting the mixture at high temperatures. The melt is quenched in cold
water, which induces crystallisation in the material. The crystallised mate-
rial is then cold drawn to produce fibres consisting of oriented polyethylene
molecules (Capaccio and Ward, 1975).
A key property of the fibres which Ward and Capaccio examined at the
end of the drawing process is known as the draw ratio of fibres. This is
the ratio between the fibre’s final length after cold drawing and the initial
length before cold drawing. They found that decreasing the average molec-
ular weight of polyethylene molecules in the melt leads to an increase in the
attainable draw ratio (Capaccio and Ward, 1975).
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1 mm exit
43 mm
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a conical die of length 43 mm with orifice of
diameter 1 mm. The figure is based on a diagram shown by (Pennings et.
al., 1986). The entry of gel-spun polyethylene is at the opening at the left
hand side of the figure and the extrusion occurs at the orifice on the right
hand side.
The initial methods of manufacture which Ward and colleagues employed
were further developed by introducing varied techniques of drawing and
methods of solid-state extrusion (Barham and Keller, 1985).1 Solid-state ex-
trusion proceeds by compacting polyethylene powder at high pressures (0.01
GPa) at temperatures close to the melting point of polyethylene (90◦C). The
compacted powder is then extruded through a long conical die with a small
orifice to the maximum draw ratio. A schematic diagram of a conical die is
shown in Figure 2. The draw ratios attained using solid-state extrusion have
been found to be higher than those using melt crystallisation (Zachariades
et al., 1979).
1Solid-state extrusion was developed before 1985, the reference simply states that the
development of this method took place after the initial work by Ward. This is important
because the work by Zachariades et. al. in 1979 was on fibres obtained via solid-state
extrusion.
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A completely different manufacturing technique known as gel spinning
was later adopted. Gel spinning is different from earlier methods because
it uses polyethylene in solution instead of pure polyethylene used by other
methods. The gel-spinning process requires polyethylene powder to be dis-
solved in paraffin oil at temperatures above the melting point of polyethy-
lene. This creates a solution that can be cooled down to room temperature
to produce a gel-like substance. The gel is fed into a spinning apparatus and
extruded from a long conical die. Then the solvent is removed and the fibre
is drawn to its maximum length. The aligned polyethylene fibres produced
by gel spinning have been found to have substantially lower levels of creep
compared to fibres produced by melt crystallisation or solid-state extrusion
(Dijkstra and Pennings, 1988).
2.3.3 Morphology before deformation
Aligned polyethylene has a highly complex morphology (Van der Werff and
Pennings, 1991). 13C NMR experiments on the material have identified
five morphological regions. These include: crystalline regions, which are
divided into two separate structural components (orthorhombic and mono-
clinic), mobile amorphous regions, highly mobile segments (possibly at void
surfaces), and disordered interfacial and/or tie molecules (Hu and Schmidt-
Rohr, 2000).2
This complex microstructure may be grouped into two broad categories;
these are crystalline and amorphous regions. Samples of aligned polyethylene
manufactured by solid-state extrusion followed by hot drawing have been
2This microstructure is common to aligned polyethylene fibres manufactured by melt-
spinning, solid-state extrusion and gel-spinning.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the morphological components in a section
of aligned polyethylene, based on a diagram shown by Hu and Schmidt-Rohr
(Hu and Schmidt-Rohr, 2000). The existence of crystalline regions (aligned
molecular chains), amorphous regions (entangled molecular chains) and voids
(empty spaces) can be seen. The arrows and dotted lines indicate that only
a small section of the material is shown.
measured to be 88% crystalline and 11% amorphous. The majority of the
crystalline material is orthorhombic (∼ 95%) with a small proportion being
monoclinic (∼ 5%) (Hu and Schmidt-Rohr, 2000). This morphology is shown
as a schematic in Figure 3.
The formation of the orthorhombic crystallites has been observed during
the process of hot drawing gel-spun polyethylene. The fibres have been ob-
served to have a folded ’shish-kebab’ morphology prior to hot drawing, but
this changes to a smooth fibrillar structure of orthorhombic crystallites after
hot drawing. The hot drawing process increases the length of the crystallites
from 30 nm to 70 nm. The conclusion is that the transition from a shish-
kebab structure to a crystallite structure initially starts with the pulling of
elastically inactive loops present in the folded chain lamellae of the shish
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Fibre: 
Consists of ~ 780 filaments
Filament
Diameter of ~ 12 μm
Macrofibril
Diameter of 0.5 - 2 μm
Microfibrils
Diameter of 20 nm.
~1800 highly oriented molecules
per cross section
crystallites and disordered domains
2500 microfibrils per macrofibril
Continuous crystalline phase
interspersed with defects. The
scale is on the order of nano-
metres. 
Figure 4: Series of images showing the structure of the fibre across length
scales. There are two models for the structure at the shortest length scale
(left-most image).
kebab structures that are taut between entanglements. The drawing process
pulls chain ends through these entanglements which produces a predomi-
nantly oriented crystalline structure (Smook and Pennings, 1984).
The orthorhombic crystallites in samples of gel-spun aligned polyethylene
have an average length of 70 nm and a diameter 20 nm. This value of the
diameter corresponds exactly to the diameter of microfibrils which have been
observed using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Berger, Kausch and
Plummer, 2003, Smook and Pennings, 1984).
There is a larger scale structure in the material, known as a macrofibril.
Macrofibrils have a diameter of 0.5 µm and length that seems to be equal to
the length of a fibre. The origin of the macrofibrils has not been determined,
although it is likely that they may be formed inside the conical die in the
spinning apparatus. There are essentially two models for the microstructure
of a macrofibril. The first of these is known as the microfibrillar model. In
this model each macrofibril is a bundle of many microfibrils. The second is
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the continuous crystalline model which treats the macrofibril as a continuous
crystalline material interspersed with defects (Berger, Kausch and Plummer,
2003). Macrofibrils in turn form larger structures known as filaments which
are ∼ 20 µm in length. The filaments are the largest length scale structure
in the fibre (Berger, Kausch and Plummer, 2003). The structure of the fibre
across various length scales is shown in Figure 4. This includes a scanning
electron micrograph of the fibre on the right hand side of the figure. The two
models that are proposed for the structure of the material at the shortest
length scales, the microfibrillar model and the continuous crystalline model,
are shown on the left hand side of the figure.
2.3.4 Orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transformation
The orthorhombic phase can transform into a hexagonal phase and vice versa,
under the influence of external factors. The external factors are temperature,
stress, pressure or a combination of the three factors. The transition occurs
naturally at a temperature of 152 ◦C, although externally applied pressure (≥
3 kbar) can induce the phase transformation at room temperature (Dijkstra,
Torfs, and Pennings, 1989). The phase transformation may also be detected
at both room temperature and ambient pressure if the fibre is subjected to
high stresses.
The mechanism of chain slip may occur in the hexagonal phase in aligned
polyethylene. Niegisch observed that conformationally disordered phases
which are similar to the hexagonal phase of aligned polyethylene may develop
in poly-(-p-xylelene) (Niegisch, 1966). The rate of creep in these phases is
substantially higher than that in the orthorhombic phase of the material.
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This may be caused by increased chain mobility. Increased creep rates in the
hexagonal phase of aligned polyethylene have been found to initiate fibre frac-
ture above 20◦C (Dijkstra, Torfs, and Pennings, 1989). If the temperature
is less than 20◦C the stress required to induce the orthorhombic-hexagonal
phase transformation is higher than that required to break covalent bonds
(C-C bond scission), and therefore the phase transition does not play a role
in fibre fracture.
2.4 Behaviour of aligned polyethylene
2.4.1 Viscoelasticity
Hysteresis is observed in aligned polyethylene (Del Rosso, Iannucci and Cur-
tis, 2015). Figure 5 is an experimental stress-strain curve showing two de-
formation cycles of aligned polyethylene fibre (Hammad et. al., 2015). The
figure clearly shows the presence of hysteresis, meaning that energy is dissi-
pated during the loading cycle. Figure 5 also shows that the strain at the
end of the first cycle is larger than the strain at the beginning. This resid-
ual strain has been observed in another study (Van der Werff and Pennings,
1991) and the key question is whether the residual strain is reversible.
Figure 5 shows that the first cycle is distinct from the second cycle. It
has also been shown that the strain at the beginning of the second cycle is
slightly smaller than the strain at the end of the first cycle (Van der Werff
and Pennings, 1991). This means that the fibre recovers a small proportion
of the residual strain during the waiting period, which in the case of the
experiment of Van der Werff and Pennings was one hour. If this waiting
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Figure 5: Experimental stress-strain curve showing hysteresis in the first
cycle (consisting of loading and unloading), followed by a second cycle in
which the material is loaded to fracture. The material used was Dyneema R©
SK75 yarn consisting of 17µm fibres. The strain rate was ˙ = 0.001s−1. The
Figure is sourced from (Hammad et. al., 2015).
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period is significantly increased (from one hour to 1-2 days) the residual
strain vanishes and the fibre returns to its original length. If the fibre is
subjected to another loading cycle then the cycle will be identical to the first
loading cycle (Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991).
The return of the fibre to its original length means that it retains a ’mem-
ory’ of its original length before deformation. This means that the process
that causes the hysteresis in Figure 5 is reversible and that no plastic defor-
mation takes place. The mechanical response may instead be described as a
time-dependent elastic response, because the fibre returns back to its original
length after a certain period of time. Another name for this phenomenon is
viscoelasticity. Viscoelasticity is observed across a range of highly aligned
polymers (Krausz and Eyring, 1975).
The phenomenon of viscoelasticity is composed of two contributions; these
are viscous and elastic responses (McCrum, Buckley and Bucknall, 1997).
The relative contributions of these two responses determine the shape of the
stress-strain curve produced by cyclic loading. For example the viscoelastic
response that is observed in the first loading cycle in Figure 5 has a signifi-
cant contribution from the viscous component. This is shown by the fact that
there is a large area enclosed within the first cycle. It is observed that the
relative contribution of the viscous component decreases as more cycles are
applied (Berger, Kausch and Plummer, 2003). This means that the elastic
contribution increases with the number of loading cycles. It is observed that
after 35 consecutive cycles, with a 75 minute waiting period between con-
secutive cycles, the response of the fibre becomes almost completely elastic
(Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991).
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2.4.2 Strain rate and temperature
The study by Del Rosso, Iannucci and Curtis tested aligned polyethylene
fibre at three different strain rates; these were ˙ = 10−4s−1, ˙ = 10−3s−1
and ˙ = 10−2s−1 (Del Rosso, Iannucci and Curtis, 2015). It was found that
the Young’s Modulus of the fibre increased by as much as 23% over the
investigated strain rates. This means that increasing the rate of deformation
makes the fibre stiffer. It was also found that the tensile strength increases
with strain rate.
The time-temperature superposition principle states that an increase in
the strain rate is equivalent to a decrease in temperature and vice versa. This
is based on the principle that the various relaxation times that belong to a
certain relaxation process have the same temperature dependence (Van Gurp
and Palmen, 1998). The time-temperature superposition principle generally
applies in the case of homogeneous polymeric materials which have a distri-
bution of chain lengths. The principle has been discussed in the context of
aligned polyethylene (Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991).
The time-temperature superposition principle enables the results of Del
Rosso and coworkers to be re-interpreted in terms of temperature. If the
ambient temperature is decreased instead of increasing the strain rate, there
should be an increase Young’s Modulus and tensile strength. This means
that the fibre would becomes stiffer and less susceptible to yield at lower
temperatures.
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of two loading cycles on aligned polyethylene.
Let the area enclosed by the first cycle be E1 (dissipated energy in cycle 1)
and let the area enclosed by the second cycle be E2 (dissipated energy in
cycle 2). The difference ∆E = E1−E2 represents the energy put into plastic
deformation.
2.4.3 Plasticity
Plasticity is the irreversible deformation of a material under external load.
Some materials such as glasses are classified as brittle because they only ex-
perience elastic deformation before fracturing under load. Other materials
are classified as ductile because they experience significant plastic deforma-
tion before fracturing under load. The phenomenon of plasticity is important
because it irreversibly alters the structure of a material.
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Van der Werff and Pennings observe that plasticity occurs in aligned
polyethylene at high strains (Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991). This is
done by measuring the difference in the dissipated energy between the first
and the second cycle of loading. The method is shown schematically in
Figure 6. It is found that the increase of this difference at the beginning of
yielding marks the onset of plastic deformation behaviour. This means that
the difference in the dissipated energy between the first and the second cycle
represents the energy that is put into plastic deformation.
Flow, which is a phenomenon related to plasticity, is found to be strongly
correlated to the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition (Van der Werff
and Pennings, 1991) and is responsible for fibre failure (Dijkstra, Torfs, and
Pennings, 1989). This means that the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transi-
tion is a key phenomenon to understand in the context of the plastic defor-
mation of the material.
2.5 Theories of aligned polyethylene
2.5.1 Tie molecules in aligned polyethylene
Tie molecules are defined as molecules that connect different crystalline
regions together (Pennings, Dijkstra, Torfs, and Pennings, 1989, Seguela,
2005). A schematic diagram of tie molecules between crystalline regions is
shown in Figure 7. The tie molecules have the capacity to be slack or taut,
depending upon the stress which is acting on them. Tie molecules have been
the subject of numerous discussions and controversies in the literature. Most
sources tend to agree that they play a prime role in the mechanical prop-
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Tie Molecules
Crystalline zone
Figure 7: Tie molecules connected by crystalline blocks.
erties of aligned polymers, particularly with regard to the phenomenon of
slow crack growth. The existence of tie molecules has not been directly con-
firmed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) because of the problem
of imaging light atoms such as Carbon and Hydrogen (Seguela, 2005).
Any external load which is applied to aligned polyethylene is suggested
to be localised onto tie molecules. This means that tie molecules act as
stress concentrators (Seguela, 2005). Tie molecules have been used to ex-
plain the phenomenon of plasticity in aligned polyethylene and linked to
the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition (Van der Werff and Pennings,
1991). Tie molecules are also mentioned with reference to an unusual phe-
nomenon in aligned polyethylene in which the crystallinity of the material
increases when it is irradiated (Bhateja, Andrews and Young, 1983). It is
suggested that this phenomenon arises because tie molecules are preferen-
tially severed by electron bombardment which straightens them from their
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initial constrained state.
2.5.2 Stochastic models of aligned polyethylene
Termonia, Meakin and Smith introduce a stochastic model of failure for
aligned polyethylene, in order to study the temperature and strain rate de-
pendence of the maximum tensile strength of the material (Termonia, Meakin
and Smith, 1986). The method that is applied begins with a perfect array of
oriented polyethylene molecules that are connected by primary and secondary
bonds. The primary bonds account for C-C bonds within molecular chains
and the secondary bonds account for Van der Waals interactions between
molecular chains. This is shown in a diagram in Figure 8. A few primary
bonds are initially broken at random, which accounts for the finite length
of the molecular chains. The polyethylene molecules are then strained at a
constant rate and further primary bonds are broken at a specific statistical
rate given by an Arrhenius relationship.
The results are collated for two distinct molecular weights (Mw = 2.2 ×
104, Mw = 3.3× 106). It is clear that for polyethylene molecules of the lower
molecular weight (Mw = 2.2×104), there is a strong dependence of the tensile
strength and fracture mechanism on strain rate. There is a marked increase
in the tensile strength with strain rate, which is in qualitative agreement with
experiment. It is also found that the mechanism of fracture changes from
the breaking of secondary bonds at low strain rates, to the breaking of both
primary and secondary bonds at higher strain rates. This suggests that the
mechanism of fracture is mainly plastic flow at low strain rates and brittle
fracture at higher strain rates.
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Figure 8: Primary bonds within chains of stiffness K1 and secondary bonds
between chains of stiffness K2.
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For polyethylene molecules of higher molecular weight (Mw = 3.3× 106),
there is also an increase in the tensile strength with increasing strain rate,
although the effect is less marked than in the case with polyethylenes of lower
molecular weight. The mechanism of fracture for the the higher molecular
weight is always brittle in nature.
Termonia et al. also examine the dependence of the tensile strength and
fracture mechanism on temperature. The tensile strength decreases as a
function of temperature in the range −50◦C< T < 100◦C for both molecu-
lar weights. It is observed that the mechanism of fracture is brittle at low
temperatures (T < 20◦C), but changes to plastic flow at higher temperatures.
The parameters of the stochastic model, in particular the relevant activa-
tion energies and volumes, are subject to large uncertainties. The quantita-
tive results from this study are therefore not representative of the material.
Instead the study focuses on general trends (Termonia, Meakin and Smith,
1986).
2.5.3 Linear viscoelasticity in aligned polyethylene
The Boltzmann superposition principle is the general formulation of linear
viscoelasticity. The principle is useful because it provides a basis for math-
ematical models that can be improved in relation to experiment to give a
better fit (Vincent, 2012). Such models may represent the microscopic struc-
ture of the material as a series of linear elastic elements (springs) and linear
viscous elements (dashpots). The linear elastic elements and linear viscous
elements provide a mechanism for viscoelastic deformation. Each element
has an associated parameter and the parameter space associated with all the
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Figure 9: Maxwell-Wiechert model consisting of springs with unknown spring
constants (ke, k1, ...., kn) and dashpots with unknown viscosities (η1, ....., ηn).
The parameters of the model are fitted to the experimental stress-strain
behaviour of an aligned polymer. The model satisfies the Boltzmann super-
position principle.
elements is defined after the model is fitted to an existing stress-strain curve
obtained by experiment. The model is therefore empirical in nature. An
example of a model that satisfies the Boltzmann superposition principle is
shown in Figure 9.
2.6 Conclusions
The chapter has reviewed aligned polyethylene; its structural and deforma-
tion properties, as well as the mechanisms that have been proposed to explain
and predict these properties. The material has an extremely complex mor-
phology, with a wide-range of interacting components. The key change in
the material that can occur is the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition,
which is induced by temperature and/or stress, and marks the onset of plas-
ticity. A variety of theories that have been used to explain the properties of
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the material have been discussed.
The action of tie molecules is an idea that describes the localisation of
load, plasticity and the transformation of amorphous into crystalline mate-
rial. This provides important insights that have the potential to explain the
observed mechanical behaviour of aligned polyethylene. The limitation of the
model is that it does not make clear quantitative predictions; for example it
is not clear exactly how much of an applied load is transferred onto the tie
molecules. The exact relation between the small-scale action of tie molecules
and the mechanical properties of the material are also difficult to discern.
This has been attributed to the extremely complex morphology of aligned
polyethylene.
The approach of stochastic modelling defines the mechanism of fracture
in terms of the breaking of primary and secondary bonds, which represent the
intramolecular and intermolecular interactions within the material. Although
the general trends that are observed in experiment can be reproduced by the
model, the challenges in determining the parameters of the stochastic scheme
means that the quantitative results from the model are not accurate.
The models derived from the theory of linear viscoelasticity can quanti-
tatively reproduce the mechanical response of aligned polyethylene when it
is within a well-behaved regime. The limitation of the models is that they
do not consider molecular structure or interactions. Instead the deformation
mechanism is based on an arrangement of linear elastic elements and lin-
ear viscous elements. The model therefore cannot explain the origin of the
observed mechanical response. This motivates the study in my thesis.
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3 Solitons in aligned polyethylene
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter reviewed the structure of aligned polyethylene and the
attempts in the existing literature to understand its mechanical behaviour.
It was found that there were three distinct approaches: one approach re-
quired empirical fitting to the observed mechanical response of the material,
another approach attempted to explain the mechanical response of the mate-
rial by modelling structural interactions, and the third approach introduced
a molecular mechanism based on tie molecules. All the three approaches
have their strengths and limitations as discussed in the previous chapter.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the phenomenon of solitary waves
and discuss how the phenomenon may be studied in aligned polyethylene.
Solitary waves, which are in certain cases known as solitons, are dynamic
entities which can propagate through the material, and may be important in
understanding the properties of the material. There is considerable variation
in the physical features of solitary waves and these will be described in detail.
The two mathematical equations that have been formulated to explain the
motion and evolution of solitary waves will also be explained, and structural
symmetry arguments will be examined. The chapter will be finished on the
subject of ’squeezed solitons’ which are experimentally observed solitons.
3.2 Definition of the soliton
The definition of a soliton varies significantly across the literature. Examples
of its definition include a pulse-like non-linear wave (Scott et al., 1973), an
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exciting self-cohering vibration (Van Zandt, 1989), a kink (Daniel and Vas-
muthi, 2007), a defect (Champagne, Deumens and Ohrn, 1997), a bound-
ary between two regions of different orientations (Alden et al., 2013) and
a localised solution of a non-linear dispersive wave equation which remains
invariant upon propagation (Lederer et al., 2008). There are many other def-
initions in the literature which are not mentioned for brevity. The variation
in the definition of a soliton means that there is no one way of defining a
soliton. Solitons instead form a diverse class of localised propagating pulses
that exist in many physical systems.
Examples of the systems in which solitons exist include crystalline polyethy-
lene, polyacetylene (Su, Schrieffer and Heeger, 1979), DNA molecules (Van
Zandt, 1989) and a one-dimensional electron gas (Luther, 1977). The solitons
in these distinct systems may be formed from an excess of charge (Chung et
al., 1984) or elastic vibrations (Van Zandt, 1989). The existence of solitons
in diverse physical systems means that solitons can be both a classical or a
quantum object.3
3By performing detailed experiments on pulses in water waves, the mathematician
John Scott-Russell in 1835 was able to define the phenomenon of a solitary wave. The
experiments carried out by Scott-Russell involved dropping a heavy weight at one end of a
water channel. This resulted in the formation of a localised wave which propagated along
one space direction only, and had a constant velocity. It was observed that the shape
of the wave remained unchanged during its propagation, except for changes in its height
which could reasonably be attributed to the forces of friction and to other disturbances
(McCowan, 1891). The shape of the wave was uniquely determined by both the depth of
the channel and the volume of water in the wave (McCowan, 1891). This type of entity
was termed by Scott-Russell as a solitary wave (Remoissenet, 1999).
Scott-Russell was able to empirically determine some of the properties of solitary waves.
For instance, he found that the initial displacement of water was equal to the volume of
water in the solitary wave (although the wave does not comprise of the same particles
of water). Scott-Russell determined an equation for the speed of solitary waves, showing
that it was dependent on the amplitude of the wave and the depth of the water (Ablowitz
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3.3 Solitons as distinct entities
3.3.1 Solitons in discrete systems
Solitons exist in periodic non-linear discrete systems. Periodic non-linear
discrete systems are ubiquitous in nature and known to display behaviour
which is fundamentally different from their homogeneous counterparts (Fleis-
cher et al., 2003). Their discrete nature makes them amenable to compu-
tational study and therefore these systems are important in the context of
simulation (Nijhoff and Capel, 1995). The underlying dynamics in periodic
non-linear lattices leads to the formation of discrete solitons (Efremidis et
al., 2002). Non-linearity in dynamics is need for soliton propagation. The
classical molecular model in its purest form is a set of beads connected by
harmonic springs without an intermolecular potential. The structure is linear
because the classical molecular model obeys Hooke’s Law, which is a linear
relationship between force and displacement. Therefore the classical molec-
ular model in its purest form does not satisfy the criterion of non-linearity
that is required for soliton propagation. The introduction of non-linearity
may occur through an intermolecular potential.
Discrete solitons differ from continuum solitons in that discrete solitons
and Clarkson, 1991)
c2 = g(d+ η) (1)
where η is the amplitude of the wave and d is the depth of the water.
The observations of Scott-Russell contradicted many of the existing water-wave theories.
This is because many water wave theories, including Airy’s shallow water wave theory,
predicted that waves in water could not propagate without a change of shape. Scott-Russell
foresaw that a mathematical description of solitary waves would be a useful development
(Lanngren, 2012). Many attempts were made to formulate a mathematical theory which
explained Scott-Russell’s observations, but these attempts were unsuccessful (Craik, 2004).
A solution was eventually found by Lord Rayleigh and Joseph Bousinessq, laying the
foundations for a mathematical understanding of solitary waves.
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are not independent but can couple causing damping and eventual pinning
of the soliton (Wahlstrand, 1985). The discrete solitons that form in a non-
linear lattice experience three regimes of behaviour: (i) in the continuum-
limit or coherent regime, the solitons propagate as free particles, (ii) in the
intermediate regime, the solitons propagate in a periodic potential of the
form V [1 + cos(2pix)], where x is the distance from a lattice site, and (iii) in
the pinned or incoherent regime, the solitons oscillate in the bottom of a well
halfway between two lattice sites (Currie et al., 1977, Wahlstrand, 1985).
The following version of the KdV equation is a non-linear partial differ-
ence equation. The term difference equation refers to an equation in which
both the temporal and spatial variation has discrete character (Nijhoff, Quis-
pel and Capel, 1983, Nijhof and Capel, 1995),
(p− q + un,m+1 − un+1,m)(p+ q − un+1,m+1 + un,m) = p2 − q2 (2)
The variable un,m is a dynamical (field) variable at site (n,m), n,m ∈ Z p, q
∈ C are lattice parameters. A feature of the lattice KdV equation shown in
Equation 2 is that the variables in the equation may be arranged along an el-
ementary square in the lattice. This involves lattice points (n,m), (n+1,m),
(n,m+1) and (n+1,m+1) only. Thus the local initial value problem for the
lattice KdV equation can be given by specifying initial values a0, a1, a2, .... of
the field u on a staircase consisting of horizontal and vertical steps that al-
ternate. The initial values chosen vertically along the direction of increasing
n are:
uj,j+1 = a
′
2j (3)
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uj+1,j+1 = a
′
2j+1 (4)
where j ∈ Z. The initial values chosen horizontally along the direction of
increasing m are:
uj,j = a2j (5)
uj+1,j = a2j+1 (6)
The temporal and spatial arrangement of the initial value problem is shown in
Figure 10. The Korteweg de Vries (KdV) equation exists in the continuum
limit of this model. The KdV equation has solutions that are continuum
solitons. There are some key differences between the lattice model and the
KdV equation. The lattice model is covariant with respect to the interchange
of the parameters (n,m) as well as the interchange of the parameters (p, q).
These covariance properties are not shared by the KdV equation (Nijhoff,
Quispel and Capel, 1983).
The result of this difference is that the lattice model is more flexible
than the continuum KdV equation. For example, the lattice model allows
particular choices of initial value and boundary value problems, which would
be difficult to make in the continuum KdV equation (Nijhoff and Capel,
1995).
Another lattice model is presented by Hirota and is therefore sometimes
known as the Hirota equation. The equation is shown below,
sin [(θx+2δ,t + θx−2δ,t + θx,t+2δ + θx,t−2δ)/4] =
δ2 sin [(θx+2δ,t + θx−2δ,t + θx,t+2δ + θx,t−2δ)]
(7)
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Figure 10: The initial value problem of the lattice KdV equation.
where x is a discretised spatial coordinate and t is a discretised time coor-
dinate. The discrete nature of both the spatial and time coordinates occurs
in units of δ. The variable θ is the dynamic (field) variable in this equation,
analogous to u in Equation 2. The lattice diagram for this equation is equiv-
alent to Figure 10. The study of Hirota derives both 1-soliton and N-soliton
solutions of the lattice equation (Hirota, 1977). The Sine-Gordon equation
exists in the continuum limit δ → 0. The significance of the Sine-Gordon
equation is that, like the KdV equation, it has continuum soliton solutions.
The properties of the KdV and Sine-Gordon equations will be discussed in
the next section.
The discretisation of temporal and spatial coordinates may be used to
approximate natural systems. For example, the temporal coordinate of poly-
mer molecules may be discretised in terms of the period of oscillation of a
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bond. Similarly, the spatial coordinate of polymer molecules may be discre-
tised in terms of the bond length between adjacent carbon atoms. These
discretisations are often used in models of polymers.
3.3.2 KdV and Sine-Gordon equations
The KdV equation is given below,
∂tφ+ δ
2∂3xφ+ 6φ∂xφ = 0 (8)
where φ(x, t) is a function of position x and time t that satisfies the equation
and δ is a small constant (Zabusky and Kruskal, 1965). The Sine-Gordon
equation is given below:
∂2t ψ − ∂2xψ + sinψ = 0 (9)
where ψ(x, t) is a function of position x and time t that satisfies the equation.
The KdV equation and the Sine-Gordon equation both have solutions that
have the collisional properties of solitons. However, there are several funda-
mental differences between the two equations that make it difficult to prove
their relationship mathematically. For example, the physical structure of the
two equations is rather different. The KdV equation is first order in time
whilst the Sine-Gordon equation is second order in time. The transformations
that yield the two equations invariant are also different (Rubinstein, 1970).
The KdV equation is invariant when a Galileo transformation is applied to
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its independent variables,
x′ = x− vt (10)
t′ = t (11)
where the space-time coordinates in one inertial frame (x, t) are different
from those in another inertial frame (x′, t′), and v is the relative velocity
between the two frames. The Sine-Gordon equation is invariant when a
Lorentz transformation is applied to its independent variables,
x′ =
x− vt√
(1− v2
c2
)
(12)
t′ =
t− vx
c2√
(1− v2
c2
)
(13)
where c is the speed of sound in the system of interest (Barone et al., 1971).
The KdV equation remains the same in any Galilean frame and the Sine-
Gordon equation remains the same in any Lorentz frame. The consequence
of this is that the KdV equation is consistent with Newtonian mechanics and
the Sine-Gordon equation is relativistic.
The relativistic nature of the Sine-Gordon equation introduces interesting
properties in its soliton solutions. For example, the width of a running soliton
is Lorentz contracted relative to the width of a static soliton. The solitons
therefore become narrower at higher velocities. The energy of the running
soliton also has the relativistic dependence on the velocity v of the soliton.
These effects are not present in the solitons of the KdV equation, because
the equation is not relativistically invariant (Rubenstein, 1970).
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Table 1: Comparison of KdV and Sine-Gordon equations
Equation KdV Sine-Gordon
Invariance Galileo transform Lorentz transform
Mechanics Newtonian Relativistic
Time-derivative 1st-order 2nd-order
There is a clear difference in the mathematical form of the soliton solu-
tions of the KdV and Sine-Gordon equations. The soliton solutions of the
KdV equation have the form,
φ = φ∞ + (φ0 − φ∞) sech2
(
x− x0 − vt
w
)
(14)
where φ = φ∞ at x = ±∞, (φ0, φ∞, x0) are arbitrary constants and w is the
width of the soliton (Zabusky and Kruskal, 1965, Miles, 1980). This form
is different from the form of the kink and antikink (soliton) solutions of the
Sine-Gordon equation,
ψ = 4 arctan
σ exp(x− vt)√
1− v2
c2
)
 (15)
where σ = ±1 is the topological charge with σ = +1 corresponding to the
kink and σ = −1 corresponding to the antikink. The width of the soliton is
given by w =
√
(1− v2
c2
), explaining the relativistic contraction of the width
with the soliton’s velocity. The mathematical form of the solutions of the
KdV and Sine-Gordon equations is shown in Figure 11. Table 1 summarises
the properties of the two equations.
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Figure 11: Mathematical solutions of the KdV and Sine-Gordon equations.
3.4 Approaching solitons
3.4.1 Symmetry breaking
Spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs when the ground state of a system
has a lower symmetry than the underlying Lagrangian. This leads to multiple
degenerate ground states (classical mechanics) or vacuum states (quantum
mechanics), each of which has a different broken symmetry labelled by an
order parameter (Lopuszanski, 1991, Alden et. al., 2013). The number of
degenerate ground states is equal to the order of broken symmetry.4 For
example, if there is a broken four-fold rotation axis then there are four vari-
ants, related by the broken four-fold symmetry axis. This is sometime called
the principle of symmetry compensation, because it implies that symmetry
4This is a statement of Lagrange’s theorem of group theory
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is never destroyed: it can only be suppressed at one structural level and arise
at another (Sutton and Balluffi, 1995).
Often there are a large variety of orientations that can exist within the
system. However, the system chooses one such orientation locally due to the
action of spontaneous symmetry breaking. This choice is also influenced by
the external constraints or history. In systems which experience spontaneous
symmetry breaking, boundaries can be drawn between different adjacent
local regions based on their different orientations. These boundaries have
the mathematical form of a soliton which is finite in width, but free to move.
Also possible are the other more complex topological structures (Alden et.
al., 2013).
Spontaneous symmetry breaking contrasts with explicit symmetry break-
ing. Explicit symmetry breaking occurs when an external object breaks the
symmetry of the system. This can be represented by adding terms to the
Lagrangian of the system that do not obey the same symmetry as the La-
grangian itself.5
3.4.2 Linear chains in polyethylene
The Frenkel-Kontorova model consists of a linear chain of beads connected
by harmonic springs interacting with a fixed periodic non-linear substrate
potential.6 The continuum-limit of the Frenkel-Kontorova model yields the
Sine-Gordon equation. The Frenkel-Kontorova model has been applied to
several physical systems including the problem of a crowdion in a metal, sub-
5Refer to Batchelor Project of J. Zierenberg 2008.
6The model will be detailed fully in the next chapter. In this chapter it is approached
from a symmetry perspective.
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Ground state
Soliton
Figure 12: Ground state of Frenkel-Kontorova model and formation of a
soliton.
monolayer film of atoms adsorbed on a crystal surface and long josephson
junctions (Braun and Kivshar, 1998).
The absolute ground state of the Frenkel-Kontorova model is attained
when the positions of each bead in the chain forms an arithmetic series (Joos,
1982), and each bead sits in a minimum of the substrate potential. This is
shown in Figure 12. The beads in this case are said to be commensurate
(symmetric) with the periodic potential. This initial commensurate structure
may be changed when a vacancy or interstitial is introduced into the linear
chain. The presence of the vacancy or interstitial causes the linear chain to
become incommensurate (asymmetric) with the substrate potential (Braun,
Kivshar and Zelenskaya, 1990).
Once the linear chain has become incommensurate with the substrate
potential, discrete solitons may form in the chain. These solitons may be
either a kink or an anti-kink. The kink or anti-kink is defined as a minimally
possible (topologically) stable compression or expansion of the initially com-
mensurate ground state of the chain. The configuration of beads at an infinite
distance from the localised region corresponds to the ground state of model.
The introduction of a vacancy or interstitial into the linear chain is an
example of explicit symmetry breaking, because an additional object has
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radians +
Figure 13: Symmetry argument for the pi twiston. The central chain
(coloured red) will go back into crystallographic register with its neighbours
(coloured blue) if it is rotated by pi radians and then translated by the length
associated with a single CH2 unit (a/2). The pi twiston is a localised defect
that contains a rotation of pi radians and a translation of a/2. It can there-
fore bring the chain back into crystallographic register with its neighbours
at an asymptotic distance from its centre.
been added into the system. The result of this is that there is an expan-
sion/compression of the chain that has the form of a soliton.
3.4.3 Twistons
Twistons may form in diverse range of materials. These include carbon
nanotubes, superconductors and crystalline polymers, among others (Kwon
and Tomanek, 2000, Tanaka et al., 2008). The twistons may be viewed as
defects in the orientational symmetry of the system.
The pi twiston is a specific type of twiston that may form in real polyethy-
lene chains. The existence of this defect7 was first mentioned by Mansfield
7Often used a term for a twiston or soliton.
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radians
Figure 14: Symmetry argument for the 2pi twiston. The central chain
(coloured red) will go back into crystallographic register with its neighbours
(coloured blue) if it is rotated by 2pi radians with no associated translation.
and Boyd (Mansfield and Boyd, 1978) to explain the phenomenon of dielec-
tric α relaxation in crystalline polyethylene. The symmetry argument behind
the pi twiston is shown schematically in Figure 13. The defect contains both
a translational component along the molecular chain and a torsional com-
ponent comprising of a twist in the chain. The translational component is
taken up by the C-C bond lengths and C-C-C bond angles, and the torsional
component is taken up by the C-C-C-C dihedral angles. The translational
component is attenuated by elastic distortions in the molecular chain over a
distance of ∼ 100-200 CH2 units, whilst the torsional component is localised
over a much smaller distance of ∼ 12 CH2 units (Mansfield, 1980).
The translational component has a magnitude of the length associated
with one CH2 unit, and the torsional component has a magnitude of pi radi-
ans. The chain that contains a pi twiston is out of crystallographic register
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in the region of the defect. However, the combination of a translation of one
CH2 unit and a twist of pi radians brings the chain back into crystallographic
register at positions asymptotically far away from the centre of mass of the
pi twiston.
The pi twiston is an example of a defect known as a dispiration. A dispi-
ration is a defect in the helical symmetry of the crystal. The potential of
dispiration loops to explain plastic deformation in crystalline polymers was
anticipated before the proposal of the pi twiston (Harris, 1970).
Simulations with realistic models have resulted in a detailed analysis of
the energy of a pi twiston. For example, the formation of a pi twiston has
been discussed in the literature. The energy of formation of a pi twiston is
found to be 70.0 kJ/mol. This energy is more or less divided equally between
the translational and the torsional part of the pi twiston (Ventura, Simas and
Bazeia, 2000, Reneker and Mazur 1988, Zhang, 1997).
The relationship between the formation of pi twistons and the presence
of free chain ends has been discussed in the literature. It has been argued
that chain ends are the formation sites of pi twistons. The energy required to
create pi twistons from chain ends may be provided by external effects such
as temperature (Zhang, 1999).
The pi twiston may be treated as a quasiparticle as opposed to a soli-
tary wave (soliton). The distinction between a soliton and a quasiparticle
is that while a soliton is defined by a distribution of displacements within a
molecular chain, a quasiparticle is defined by an effective mass m˜. It is found
that the effective mass of the pi twiston in its quasiparticle interpretation is
significantly lower than the mass of a single monomer of polyethylene. The
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majority of the effective mass can be attributed to the torsional component
of the pi twiston. This is because the torsional component is much narrower
than the translational component. The effective mass is important to know
because its value will affect the motion of the pi twiston (Milner and Wentzel,
2011).
The propagation of a pi twiston is also discussed in the literature. This
propagation has the characteristic of being smooth with very minor discrete-
ness effects (Zhang and Collins, 1994, Zhang, 1999). This means that there
are almost no local barriers to the propagation. Thus the pi twiston in motion
can be thought of as a transition state rather than a hopping defect (Mans-
field and Boyd, 1978). A transition state may be defined as a saddle-point
on a potential energy surface. A hopping defect may be defined as a point
defect that passes over local barriers when given enough energy. The mo-
tion of a pi twiston has a dependence on the length of the molecular chains.
When the chains are short, the pi twistons move very quickly through entire
molecular chains. The timescale associated with this motion is on the order
of picoseconds. When the chains are longer, however, a different type of mo-
tion is observed. The pi twiston appears to undergo Brownian motion. This
Brownian motion has a very small estimated diffusion constant of ∼ 1A˚2/ps
(Zhang, 1999).
The relationship between the propagation of a pi twiston and the presence
of chain ends has been discussed in the literature. The propagation rate of
a pi twiston is large in short molecular chains because the chain ends exert
a strong attractive force on the pi twiston. The pi twistons are observed to
accelerate towards the chain ends in this case. However, when the molecular
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chains are longer, the chain ends exert less of an influence. The pi twiston
therefore experiences no directional preference to motion and its motion be-
comes Brownian (Zhang, 1999).
When the pi twiston reaches a chain end it can be trapped and eventually
annihilated. This results in the energy of the pi twiston being transferred
into small amplitude thermal fluctuations. The process of a pi twiston mov-
ing through an entire molecular chain leads to a change in position of the
molecular chain. The entire chain is observed to be rigidly translated by
the length of one CH2 unit and rigidly rotated by pi radians, relative to its
original position. This suggests that the pi twiston may be involved in the
motion of molecular chains relative to each other (Zhang, 1999).
The 2pi twiston is another specific type of twiston that may form in
polyethylene. The defect consists of a twist of 2pi radians in the chain with
no associated translation. The 2pi twiston is a type of defect known as a
disclination. A disclination is a defect in the rotational symmetry of the
crystal. This is in contrast to a dispiration (such as the pi twiston) which has
a translational component alongside a rotational component (Zhang, 1999).
The 2pi twiston is a highly localised defect in realistic chains of polyethylene.
The Sine-Gordon equation may be used to define the 2pi twiston. This
is because the defect arises as a 2pi kink in a generalised Frenkel-Kontorova
chain. The particular Sine-Gordon equation that defines the defect is given
below,
Iτ¨n +K(τn+1 − 2τn − τn−1) + ∂U(τ)
∂τ
= 0 (16)
where I and K are parameters given in the study (Zhang, 1999), τn is the
nth torsion angle and U(τ) is a potential felt from the periodic crystal. The
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expression for U(τ) is periodic and is given below,
U(τ) = u0 +
∑
k
[uk cos(kτ) + wk sin(kτ)] (17)
where u0, uk and wk are parameters that are given in the study. The wide-
applicability of the Sine-Gordon equation (Frenkel-Kontorova model) means
that the 2pi twiston is a general kink that may form in many systems. The
defect can form as long as there is a periodic rotational field.
There are several other differences between the 2pi twiston and the pi
twiston. For example, the energy of formation of the two defects is differ-
ent. The 2pi twiston has a conformational energy of 99.0 kJ/mol, which is
greater than that of the pi twiston (Zhang, 1999). The two defects may also
experience very different motion because their interaction with chain ends
are markedly different. The 2pi twiston is observed to experience almost no
force of attraction from chain ends, unlike the pi twiston (Zhang, 1999).
3.5 External effects
3.5.1 Temperature
The relationship between temperature and the formation of twistons has been
mentioned in the literature. It has been suggested that the twistons may
be formed at chain ends via thermal fluctuations (Zhang, 1999). Thermal
fluctuations may therefore provide the necessary activation energy that is
required to form a twiston.
The effect of temperature on the different type of defects has been exam-
ined. Molecular Dynamics simulations have shown that in the limit of low
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temperatures, both the 2pi twiston and the pi twiston are stable and prop-
agate smoothly. This produces behaviour that is characteristic of solitary
waves (Zhang, 1999). However, the application of even moderate temper-
atures results in the formation of instabilities in the 2pi twiston. The 2pi
twiston breaks up into sharp twists with one or several gauche angles. This
behaviour contrasts strongly with that of the pi twiston, which remains stable
under high temperatures.
Each torsion angle may be denoted τi where i is an index for the torsion
angle. The distribution of torsion angles τi that characterise the twistons are
impossible to visualise once temperature is applied to the system. This is
because the torsion angles undergo large thermal fluctuations at amplitudes
which are comparable to the torsion angles of the twiston. It is found that
plotting f(τ) = 1 − cos τ results in a clearer identification of the twistons.
However, this may not be ideal because the realistic structure of the twiston
in terms of its torsion angles cannot be viewed readily (Zhang, 1999).
3.5.2 Transfer of applied load
The introduction of relative displacements in aligned polyethylene may lead
to the formation of a pi twiston. This can be reasoned by examining the
structure of the pi twiston. The translational component of a pi twiston may
be viewed as a localised strain in the molecular chain, which has a magnitude
of the length associated with one CH2 group. If one polyethylene chain is
displaced relative to its neighbours by the length associated with one CH2
group, a pi twiston may form to bring the chain back into crystallographic
register with its neighbours asymptotically far away from the pi twiston.
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The transfer of applied load occurs when the load is distributed in some
way between different parts of a material. This distribution of load may
lead to the introduction of relative displacements between adjacent molecular
chains. This is because once load has been transferred to a particular chain,
the chain will stretch to accommodate the load, and its monomers may be
stretched relative to neighbouring chains. The phenomenon of load transfer
has been discussed in the context of solid, flexible polymers. Simulations
conducted by Termonia and Smith have shown that the presence of long
molecular chains with few breaks creates a situation in which load can be
transferred effectively. The interactions that transfer load from one chain
to another are Van der Waals interactions between the molecular chains
(Termonia and Smith, 1987).
3.6 Squeezed solitons
3.6.1 Experimental observation
The prospect of ’quantum solitons’ has been discussed in the literature. Many
quantum topological excitations have been discussed in the context of quan-
tum ferromagnetic spin systems (Sen et al., 1996). There are two experiments
that have made use of pulses from mode-locked lasers to demonstrate quan-
tum effects in coherent optical solitons. The first of these was an experiment
by Rosenbluh and Shelby at IBM which produced quadrature phase squeezed
quantum solitons (Rosenbluh and Shelby, 1991). The second of these was an
experiment by Friberg and coworkers at NTT, which showed quantum cor-
relations between the photon number and phase of quantum solitons after
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collision (Friberg, Machida and Yamamoto, 1992).
Optical solitons may be defined as pulses that traverse optical fibres with-
out temporal or spectral distortion (Rosenbluh and Shelby, 1991). According
to classical electrodynamics, an optical soliton in a fibre acts as a particle of
light. The particle-like nature of the soliton has a robust quality; a soliton is
insensitive to perturbations and unaffected by collisions with other solitons
(Friberg et al., 1996). Therefore, from the classical perspective, it should
be relatively straightforward to produce precise pulse shapes that can prop-
agate without change of form. The necessary conditions for this stationary
propagation are negative group velocity dispersion and the proper choice of
pulse width or shape for a given pulse energy or photon number (Rosenbluh
and Shelby, 1991). However, quantum mechanics imposes fundamental fluc-
tuations on the amplitude and phase of the pulse which limits the precision
with which the pulse shape can be produced (Rosenbluh and Shelby, 1991).
There is a correlation between quantum fluctuations of the amplitude
and fluctuations in the phase as the pulse propagates in the fibre. If the
fluctuations of the input pulse are equal to those of the vacuum and remain
that way under the influence of this purely dispersive non-linearity, the phase
fluctuations become correlated to the vacuum fluctuations. This quantum
correlation manifests itself as a phenomenon known as ’squeezing’ (Rosenbluh
and Shelby, 1991, Carter et al, 1987). The phenomenon is also known as
quadrature noise reduction (Carter and Drummond, 1991).
The phenomenon of squeezing is reductive because it produces a destruc-
tive interference between the amplitude and the phase noise (Rosenbluh and
Shelby, 1991). Squeezing has been observed experimentally for 200-fs soli-
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tons travelling in 5m of optical fibre (Rosenbluh and Shelby, 1991). The
experiments of Schmitt et. al. have obtained a squeezing of -3.9 dB using an
asymmetric Sagnac interferometer (Schmitt et al., 1998). This value is im-
proved upon by the experiments of Fiorentino et. al. which report a squeezing
of -6.3 dB using an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer (Hosaka
et al., 2015, Fiorentino et al 2002).
The physicist Sir C. V. Raman (1888 - 1970) discovered the phenomenon
of Raman scattering in 1928 (Raman, 1928). The phenomenon of Raman
scattering is the change in wavelength, that is associated with the scattering
of light in a medium. Raman scattering is an experimental technique that is
widely used in the identification and analysis of materials. The phenomenon
of Raman scattering is also one that needs to be considered in the case
of squeezed solitons (Carter and Drummond, 1991). This is because the
experimentally observed squeezed solitons exist on very short subpicosend
timescales and therefore, the spectral bandwidth of the pulses are large. As
a result, high frequency Raman transitions will be induced in the dielectric
(Carter and Drummond, 1991).
3.7 Summary
The chapter started with the current definitions of the soliton that are used
in the literature. It became clear that there is significant variation in the
way the soliton has been defined in the literature. The formation of solitons
in discrete systems was discussed and their importance in simulations was
highlighted. The discrete systems give rise to two equations in the continuum
limit; these being the KdV equation and the Sine-Gordon equation. The
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properties of the two equations (e.g. invariance properties) were discussed
and compared. The main point of the discussion was that the KdV equation
is invariant under the Galileo transformation whilst the Sine-Gordon equation
is invariant under the Lorentz transformation. Both equations represent valid
approaches to the soliton.
The approach of viewing solitons as a broken symmetry was also dis-
cussed. The phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking is known to
result in soliton formation, as is the phenomenon of explicit symmetry break-
ing in the Frenkel-Kontorova model. The perspective of symmetry has been
applied in the case of the pi twiston; the pi twiston is formed from the required
symmetry operations that bring a chain with a single CH2 vacancy into a
commensurate state with its neighbours.
The observation of quantum solitons in experiment was also discussed.
The solitons propagate coherently because of the destructive interference be-
tween the amplitude and phase of fluctuations. This phenomenon, known as
squeezing, was discussed in detail. The experiments have highlighted defini-
tive timescales for the solitons, which were on the order of subpicoseconds.
The occurrence of Raman transitions due to the high bandwidth of the soli-
tons was also discussed.
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4 Models of aligned polyethylene
In the previous chapter the discussion focused first on solitons in natural
systems and then examined the definition of a soliton as given by the Sine-
Gordon and KdV equations. The application of the two equations to discre-
tised systems was briefly reviewed. The discussion then turned to twistons,
which are structural defects that may form in aligned polyethylene. The
chapter also discussed that the impact of external effects (e.g. temperature)
on the soliton is not clear.
The limitations of the Sine-Gordon equation may be seen in the case
of twistons. The Sine-Gordon equation, like the KdV equation, is one-
dimensional and classical, requires that the number of solitons is conserved,
and constrains the solitons to experience purely elastic collisions (Caudrey,
Eilbeck and Gibbon, 1975). This behaviour is often not reproduced by struc-
tural defects such as twistons. For example, the collisional behaviour of two
pi twistons is inelastic and produces small amplitude waves. The inelastic-
ity of these collisions is a common feature of some non-integrable soliton
systems (Zhang and Collins, 1994). Mathematical approaches have been de-
veloped to account for twistons and these are generally more complex than
the Sine-Gordon equation (Ventura, Simas and Bazeia, 2000).
The Sine-Gordon equation has similarities to the KdV equation at an
underlying level because it makes similar assumptions. The KdV equation
may be obtained by using conserved densities that the equation exhibits in
addition to mass, momentum and energy, and studies have shown that the
Sine-Gordon equation also has such unphysical densities (Rubinstein, 1970).
The limitations of the Sine-Gordon equation in the context of aligned
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polyethylene, as well as the difficulties that arise in evaluating the impact
of external effects on solitons, set the scope for this chapter. The chapter
serves to critically review the classical molecular models that have been used
to represent polyethylene. Other types of models, which are very different
in nature to the classical molecular models, are introduced at the end of the
chapter to provide a point of comparison with the classical molecular models.
4.1 Models of molecules
Molecular models are models that are used to represent molecular chains of
polyethylene. The Frenkel-Kontorova model and the Rouse model represent
two approaches to model a polyethylene molecule as a linear chain of beads
and springs.
The Frenkel-Kontorova model was originally an idea that was used to
study dislocations in crystals. The model forms the basis of two more ad-
vanced models, these being the united-atom model and the all-atom model.
The united-atom model and the all-atom model may be known as zigzag chain
models because they explicitly represent the zigzag backbone of a polyethy-
lene molecule. The Rouse model is based on the freely-jointed chain and
lattice models of polymers. Lattice models were discussed in the previous
chapter in the context of discrete systems.
4.1.1 Frenkel-Kontorova model
The Frenkel-Kontorova model consists of a bead-spring chain interacting with
a fixed periodic potential (Joos, 1982). A schematic of the Frenkel-Kontorova
model is shown in Figure 15. The total potential energy of the model is given
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Bead-spring chain
Periodic potential 
Figure 15: Schematic of the Frenkel-Kontorova model: a linear chain of beads
and springs interacting with a fixed periodic potential.
by,
E =
∑
i
κ
2
(ui+1 − ui)2 +
∑
i
V sin2
(piui
a
)
(18)
where E is the total potential energy, κ is the spring constant of the springs,
V is an energy parameter, a is the natural length of the springs and ui is the
displacement of the ith bead from its equilibrium position. It is clear from
Equation 18 that the springs are harmonic and that the natural length of the
springs is equal to the period of the fixed potential.
It is also clear from Equation 18 that the ground state of the model is
achieved when the linear chain is commensurate with the fixed periodic po-
tential (ui = 0). The fixed periodic potential would in general arise from a
layer of substrate atoms or a substrate crystal environment. The Sine-Gordon
equation exists in the continuum limit of the Frenkel-Kontorova model. This
is important because it allows the precise mathematical definition for a con-
tinuum soliton to enter the model. As was discussed earlier, this mathemati-
cal definition is limited in many respects but provides a useful starting point
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for the study of solitons in physical systems. The continuum limit of the
Frenkel-Kontorova model may be taken as a→ 0. In that limit the following
changes take place:
∑
i →
∫
dx
a
, ui → u(x), ui+1 → u(x+a)→ u(x)+adu/dx.
This results in the following equation for the potential energy:
E =
κa2
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
a
(
du
dx
)2
+ V
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
a
sin2
(piu
a
)
(19)
If the beads have kinetic energy then the variable u will also be a function
of time i.e. u ≡ u(x, t) (Joos, 1982).
The application of the Frenkel-Kontorova model to crystalline polyethy-
lene is discussed in a paper by Zubova, who considers translations in the
presence of a chain of Lennard-Jones atoms (Zubova, 2001). The interaction
between atoms in a polyethylene chain and other nearby atoms occurs in a
pairwise fashion and can be modelled by the empirical 6, 12 Lennard-Jones
potential.
E = 4
[(
σ
ρ
)12
−
(
σ
ρ
)6]
(20)
where ρ is the distance between the pair of atoms, σ is a length parameter
and  is an energy parameter. The paper calculates the collective interac-
tion between an infinitely long row of Lennard-Jones atoms and an isolated
Lennard-Jones atom that is translated parallel to the row. The system is
shown in Figure 16. Since the collective interaction is periodic, it may be
expressed as a Fourier Series with an unknown coefficient for each harmonic.
The coefficients of each harmonic may be determined analytically. The
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Figure 16: Test bead translated parallel to linear-chain at perpendicular
distance ρ to determine the potential associated with the chain.
amplitude of the ith harmonic is given by the function f( δ
i
, y). The expression
for the amplitude function f(δ, y) is given below:
f(δ, y) = −2
3
exp
(
−piy
δ
) 1
y5
[(
Q5(
piy
δ
)
8y6 × 5!
)
−Q2
(piy
δ
)]
(21)
where δ = a
2r0
and y = ρ
r0
. The variable r0 is the equilibrium separation
between the test bead and the chain, a is the equilibrium separation between
consecutive beads and ρ is the separation between the test bead and the
chain (Figure 8). The polynomials Q5 and Q2 are given by:
Q5(p) = p
5 + 15p4 + 105p3 + 420p2 + 945p+ 945
Q2(p) = p
2 + 3p+ 3
(22)
Equation 21 clearly shows that only the first harmonic makes a significant
contribution to the collective Lennard-Jones interaction felt by the test bead.
The interaction can therefore be written as,
Ecoll(u) = V sin
2
(piu
a
)
(23)
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Figure 17: The green curve is the Lennard-Jones potential (parameters given
in Table 2) between single bead and a linear chain of beads and springs at
a perpendicular distance ρ from the single bead. The red curve is the fixed
periodic potential of the Frenkel-Kontorova model, of the form V sin2 piu
a
+E0.
The green and red curves match when V = −0.015 eV and E0 = −0.03072
eV.
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where u is the translation of the bead. This is precisely the interaction energy
given by the Frenkel-Kontorova model. It is stated in the paper that the
analysis applies to a zigzag polyethylene molecule because a polyethylene
molecule may be considered as several rows of Lennard-Jones atoms. An
explicit value for the parameter V for polyethylene, however, is not given
in the paper. In another paper, Zubova and Balabaev quote the value of
V = 0.005 eV for polyethylene (Zubova and Balabaev, 2001). The parameter
V may be determined by simulation. This has been done in this study; the
steps in the simulation are listed below:
1. Two chains of polyethylene are placed parallel to each other and sepa-
rated by perpendicular distance ρ. Each chain is modelled as a set of
equally spaced beads where the separation between an adjacent pair of
beads is a (as in Figure 16). The length a corresponds to the length of
a single monomer unit. Each bead is a Lennard-Jones interaction site
and interacts with other beads that are not on the same chain. The
parameters for the Lennard-Jones potential and the value of the length
a = 2b sin(θ0/2) are detailed in Table 2. The translational mismatch ∆
and the perpendicular separation ρ are varied together to minimise the
energy of the system.8 It is found that the pair (∆, ρ) = (1.21A˚, 4.01A˚)
minimises the energy.
2. There is a test bead that is represented as a single Lennard-Jones in-
teraction point (see Figure 16). The interaction point is placed at per-
pendicular distance ρ = 4.01A˚ from a single polyethylene chain. The
8This is done by hand.
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interaction point is translated parallel to the single polyethylene chain
and the Lennard-Jones interaction energy is calculated as a function of
the translation.
3. The variation of the Frenkel-Kontorova model as a function of the trans-
lation of the test bead u is given by E(u) = E0 + V sin
2
(
piu
a
)
. This
variation is matched to the variation of the Lennard-Jones interaction
energy as a function of the translation u. This is done by varying E0
and V together9 until the variations in the Lennard-Jones potential
and in the Frenkel-Kontorova model are matched. It is found that this
is achieved when E0 = −0.03072 eV and V = −0.015 eV.
Many simulations of solitons in polyethylene make the approximation
of immobile neighbouring chains. This is in agreement with the Frenkel-
Kontorova model, which treats the substrate potential as fixed. Noid et al.
examined the dynamics of a single pi twiston in one chain under such an ap-
proximation (Noid, Sumpter and Wunderlich, 1990) The cluster of 7 chains
surrounding the chain were treated as mobile and the other chains as im-
mobile. The result of Molecular Dynamics simulations showed that the pi
twiston did not exhibit the correct dynamics characteristic of solitons. This
was attributed to chaotic dynamics that may arise from the approximation
of immobile chains. Zubova has noted that the approximation of immobile
chains may be improved by introducing local relative displacements between
chains into Equation 23.
9This is done by hand.
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CH2
Figure 18: United-atom model, in which the CH2 groups are treated as a
pseudoatom (blue circles) and the zigzag backbone of polyethylene is explic-
itly represented.
4.1.2 United-atom model
The united-atom model represents a polyethylene molecule as a zigzag chain.10
The model reduces each CH2 group into a pseudoatom centred on the nu-
cleus of the Carbon (C) atom. The result is a planar zigzag molecule with
a pseudoatom at every vertex. A diagram of the united-atom model for
polyethylene is shown in Figure 18.
The united-atom model explicitly calculates interatomic interactions that
are considered only implicitly in one-dimensional chains. In particular, the
following interactions are calculated (a) C-C bond interactions (b) C-C-C
bond angle interactions (c) C-C-C-C dihedral interactions and (d) the pair-
wise interaction between non-bonded pseudoatoms.
Each interaction in the list is modelled with a classical potential. For ex-
ample, the pairwise interaction between non-bonded pseudoatoms is usually
modelled with a 6, 12 Lennard-Jones potential. This captures the repulsion
10The united-atom and all-atom models are placed within the Frenkel-Kontorova model
in this section. This follows from the analysis of given in reference (Zubova, 2001). The
zigzag representation of a polyethylene molecule found in the united-atom and all-atom
descriptions has several rows of Lennard-Jones atoms, which provide the fixed periodic
potential of the Frenkel-Kontorova model for other chains, which the other chains will feel
as they are translated. The potential associated with rotations of zigzag chains is also
given by a Frenkel-Kontorova model.
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between two adjacent pseudoatoms at small separations and their Van der
Waals attraction at larger separations. Each potential has an associated set
of parameters. The functional form of the potentials and their respective sets
of parameters form a force field.
Force fields are often parametrised to reproduce certain experimental re-
sults. An example of a force field is the optimised intermolecular potential
functions for liquid hydrocarbons (OPLS). The parametrisation of the OPLS
force field was carried out in reference to the experimental energies and den-
sities of 15 hydrocarbon liquids. The force field was successful in reproduc-
ing the experimental results to within an average error of 2% (Jorgensen,
Madura, and Swenson, 1984). Sometimes new force fields are formulated to
improve on the limitations of existing force fields. For example, the compu-
tation of Vapour-Liquid Coexistence (VLCC) curves using the OPLS force
field showed that the force field overestimates the critical temperatures of n-
alkanes. This limitation lead to the development of the Siepman, Karaborni
and Smit (SKS) force field (Smit, Karaborni and Siepmann, 1995). Although
the SKS force field gave improved results for medium to long n-alkanes, it
overestimated the critical temperatures of short n-alkanes. In light of this
finding, the new transferable potentials for phase equilibria (TraPPE) force
field was developed (Martin and Siepmann, 1998). The development of real-
istic force fields is an area of current research interest and one that may be
important in realising the potential of united-atom models.
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Carbon 
Figure 19: All-atom model, in which all atoms are represented explicitly.
4.1.3 All-atom model
The all-atom models represent each atom explicitly. In the case of polyethy-
lene, the all-atom model treats each C and H atom as distinct. An illustration
of the all-atom model for polyethylene is shown in Figure 19.
Simulations performed using all-atom models have a higher computa-
tional cost than those performed using united-atom models. This can be
seen by comparing Figures 18 and 19. It is clear from the Figures that all-
atom polyethylene has three times as many interaction sites as united-atom
polyethylene. This corresponds to an order of magnitude increase in CPU
time. It is therefore clear that greater length- and time-scale simulations
can be performed with united-atom models. However, the all-atom mod-
els represent a more faithful description of the shape of real n-alkanes and
are therefore considered to be more appropriate for simulations of solid or
high-density liquid phases (Chen, Martin, and Siepmann, 1988).
Several all-atom force (AA) fields are used in the literature. These force
fields are usually more complex than their united-atom (UA) counterparts.
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For example, the OPLS-AA force field is an extension of the original OPLS-
UA force field. The OPLS-AA force field contains extra potential energy
terms that arise as a result of distinguishing each atom. An example of this
is the inclusion of a torsional potential that includes the torsional motion
of dihedrals angles involving hydrogen atoms on a methyl group (X-C-C-H)
(Chen, Martin and Siepmann, 1998).
4.2 Lattice models
The next section will review the freely-jointed chain and its continuation, the
Rouse model. Both models are known to behave in a very similar manner
to lattice models (Verdier, 1966). Lattice models were mentioned in the
previous chapter in the context of the KdV equation.
4.2.1 Freely-jointed chain
The freely-jointed chain model represents a real polymer chain as an ideal
chain, consisting of N + 1 beads connected by a set of N rigid rods (Dealy
and Larson, 2006). The length of each rod, which is known as a ’Kuhn step,’
can be determined based on the fact that the pairwise interatomic potential
between atoms can be neglected beyond a certain distance (Somasi et al.,
2002). The motion of each rod describes the collective motion of several
successive monomers (Dealy and Larson, 2006).
The model neglects excluded volume interactions (Xueyu, 2005). The
concept of an excluded volume interaction is that a particular bead will
exclude other beads from entering a certain volume, simply by being present
in that volume. Excluded volume interactions were introduced quantitatively
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into polymer physics by P. J. Flory in 1949 (Flory, 1949). The absence of
excluded volume interactions in the freely-jointed chain means that two beads
can sit directly on top of each another. This often leads to the description
of the freely-jointed chain as a phantom chain.
The two main assumptions of the freely-jointed chain may be summarised
as follows (1) each rod in the chain is rigid (2) there is no interaction potential
between the beads (Hatfield and Quake, 1999). These assumptions lead to
the independent motion of the rods. There is no unique ground state for
the model. This is because the chain is never perturbed from its minimum
energy; neither can the rods extend nor can the beads interact with each
other. The configuration of a freely-jointed chain may be described as a
three-dimensional random walk (Dealy and Larson, 2006). The configuration
is often represented as a set of N vectors (ri). The vector R that connects
the ends of the polymer chain is given by:
R =
N∑
i=1
ri (24)
and the quantity |R| is the end-to-end distance of the chain. Since the vectors
ri form a random walk, the end-to-end distance of the chain is distributed
approximately as a Gaussian probability distribution function.11
The end-to-end distance is a quantity that is of frequent interest in studies
of the freely-jointed chain model (Baumgartner and Binder, 1979, Xu, Kim
and Pablo, 1994, Thorpe and Schroll, 1981). Another quantity of interest is
the radius of gyration Rg. This is the root mean square distance of the mass
11The number of rods must be large enough for the Central Limit Theorem to apply.
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elements of the chain from its centre of gravity. The two quantities |R| and
Rg are often used to define the behaviour of the freely-jointed chain.
4.2.2 Rouse model
The Rouse model was proposed by Prince Rouse Jr in 1953. The model
neglects excluded volume interactions and hydrodynamic interactions. Sub-
sequent modifications to the Rouse model have included these interactions.
The purpose of the original Rouse model was to model the behaviour of a
single polymer chain in dilute solution.
The structure of the Rouse model is built on the concept of a submolecule.
A submolecule is defined as a portion of the chain that is long enough for its
end-to-end distance to be distributed approximately as Gaussian probability
distribution function. This is also a property of the freely-jointed chain. The
configuration of a submolecule is specified in terms of the vector which cor-
responds to its end-to-end separation. Each Rouse model chain is built from
several submolecules. As a result, the configuration of a chain containing N
submolecules is described by a corresponding set of N vectors (Rouse, 1953).
It has been shown that the Rouse model behaves in a very similar way to
lattice models (Verdier, 1966).
The Rouse model represents each submolecule segment as an entropic
harmonic spring. The model therefore becomes a single chain of N+1 Brow-
nian particles connected by N harmonic springs. For any given chain, the
presence of other chains in the system can be accounted for by a structureless
solvent (Harmandaris, Mavrantzas and Theodorou, 1998). Since each chain is
immersed in a solvent, it experiences random forces from incessant collisions
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Figure 20: Rouse model chain in solvent
with (infinitesimally small) solvent particles (Bennemann, Baschnagel and
Paul, 1999). The dynamic properties of a single chain in a dilute solution are
usually treated theoretically by Brownian motion methods. The Langevin
version of Brownian motion theory is useful in computational simulations
(Zwanzig, 1969).
The Langevin equation of motion of an isolated Brownian particle moving
in a viscous medium is,
mR¨ = −mγR˙ + η(r, t) (25)
where m is the mass of the particle, R is the position of the centre of mass of
the particle, γ is a friction parameter particular to the viscous medium and
η(r, t) are random forces that act on the particle due to thermal fluctuations.
The fluctuation-dissipation theorem relates γ to the width of the distribution
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of thermal forces,
〈η(r, t)η(r′, t′)〉 = 2γkBTδ(r − r′)δ(t− t′) (26)
where T is the temperature. The delta-functions δ(r − r′) and δ(t − t′) are
significant in understanding the nature of the random forces η(r, t). They
show that the random forces act independently of each other if they are
separated spatially and/or temporally. This means that the random forces
acting on spatially separated Brownian particles are uncorrelated. Moreover,
random forces acting at the same point in space but at different times are
also uncorrelated.
The above analysis refers to an isolated Brownian particle. The particles
of the Rouse model are not isolated because they are connected by harmonic
springs. This means that the Langevin equation of motion for particles of
the Rouse model requires an additional force term. The force term arises
from the spatial derivative of the elastic energy stored in the springs. Once
this term is added, it is feasible to use Langevin dynamics to describe the
behaviour of the Rouse model.
4.3 Approaches of the models
The Frenkel-Kontorova model and the Rouse model differ on how to treat
the external environment that a particular polyethylene chain experiences.
The Frenkel-Kontorova model treats the environment of the chain as a fixed
periodic substrate potential. This type of potential has a high degree of
order and does not change. The Rouse model treats the environment around
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a chain as a stochastic background that bombards the chain causing the
Brownian motion of its parts. This type of potential has a high degree of
disorder and changes rapidly.
There are also differences in the way the linear chain is constructed in
the two models. The Frenkel-Kontorova model requires the linear chain to
be coarse-grained relative to the periodic substrate potential. This is be-
cause the distance between consecutive beads in the linear chain is equal to
the period of the substrate potential. The Rouse model does not share this
constraint. This is because the external environment of the model is disor-
dered. Therefore it is possible to coarse-grain the chain independently of the
external environment to any degree, as long as the molecular segments are
longer than a Kuhn length. These differences are important because the two
models approach the external environment and the detail of the linear chain
in distinct ways.
There are commonalities between the models however. The basic Frenkel-
Kontorova model and the Rouse model are both one-dimensional linear chains.
The two zigzag chain models (united-atom model and all-atom model), which
are variants of the Frenkel-Kontorova model are very close to one-dimensional
chains. The following analysis for this statement is given below,
1. The united-atom model can be mathematically reduced to a one-dimensional
linear chain. This occurs by taking the limit of the C-C-C bond angle
θ → pi radians. This reduces the zigzag chain to a one dimensional
chain.
2. The united-atom model can also be coarse-grained into a linear chain
of the Frenkel-Kontorova model. The argument for this was first given
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Figure 21: Coarse-graining the united-atom model into a Frenkel-Kontorova
chain. Each red bead represents the mass of a monomer unit in the united-
atom model.
by Zubova and a coherent coarse-graining scheme was later developed
in our own work (Hammad et. al., 2015).
These two points suggest that the united-atom model (zigzag chain) is ef-
fectively a linear chain of the basic Frenkel-Kontorova model, with a slightly
greater emphasis on molecular detail.
4.4 Choice of molecular model
The simple view of aligned polyethylene is that it is a highly ordered mate-
rial. Of course there are many variations even in the crystalline portions of
the material, and these variations may become increasingly complex as the
material is deformed. The complex morphology of the material was high-
lighted in Chapter 2. However, the approach adopted in this study was to
adopt a simple view as a starting point. This view is focused on the molecules
within the material, and examines the crystalline order within the material
at absolute zero.
For such a purpose, a model was required that (i) gives consistent ground
states (ii) shows the relationship between molecular chains (iii) predicts the
formation of entities that may play a role in the observed mechanical response
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of the material. It was therefore decided that the Frenkel-Kontorova model
and its variants would be good choices for the models to be used in this study.
The Frenkel-Kontorova model not only provides a methodical approach to the
study of ordered systems, but also predicts the existence of solitons, which
have the potential to create changes in the material. The Rouse model was
not deemed suitable as a starting point for the project because it does not
give consistent ground states and it does not explicitly model the interaction
between molecular chains (because it uses a disordered solvent). The Rouse
model may be more useful for viewing the material as its melts in high
temperature regimes.
The periodic potential of the Frenkel-Kontorova model would result in
the single molecular chain aligning with the potential. This means that the
molecular chain would not have the same degree of freedom as a Rouse model
chain. The Rouse model chain is coarse-grained such that each spring rep-
resents several monomer units. The Frenkel-Kontorova model requires the
single molecular chain to have the same level of detail as the fixed peri-
odic potential. The fixed periodic potential of the Frenkel-Kontorova model
of polyethylene is provided by explicit intermolecular interactions between
chains, which occur on the scale of the monomer. Therefore, the single
molecular chain must also be coarse-grained to exactly one monomer length.
This means that it would be difficult to implement the Rouse model in a
fixed periodic potential.
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4.5 Straight chain model
The straight chain model was derived by myself and A. P. Sutton in the
Masters Project preceding this PhD. The derivation of the straight chain
model contained an error which was identified by a Masters student in Cohort
4 of the Centre for Doctoral Training in Theory and Simulation of Materials.
The calculation was subsequently corrected. The corrected derivation of the
model is detailed here.12
The derivation of the straight chain model begins with a zigzag chain
model found in the literature.13,14 This zigzag chain may be regarded as pre-
determined as it has a defined set of parameters which are given in Table
2. The zigzag chain model defines the intramolecular and intermolecular
potentials of the straight chain model.
There are a range of values for the parameters associated with the zigzag
chain model and the values that are chosen lie within the range. The zigzag
chain model is defined by a zigzag backbone with a CH2 pseudoatom at each
vertex (Figure 22a). Pairs of pseudoatoms will experience a Van der Waals
interaction between them, provided that the two pseudoatoms are not within
the same monomer unit. In addition to Van der Waals interactions, there are
also elastic interactions within each molecular chain. The elastic interactions
and the Van der Waals interactions sum to give the total potential energy
12The results from the straight chain model in chapter 5 were not simulated using
LAMMPS. This is because the system of two molecular chains represented by the straight
chain model is simple. The extensive nature of LAMMPS is perhaps better suited to more
complex systems.
13The zigzag chain model in this case is the united-atom model.
14The derivation of the model was completed in my MSc Project but further correction
was made to it during the PhD.
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Figure 22: (a) A section of a polyethylene molecule. The black circles are
CH2 units and the straight black lines are C-C bonds. (b) Coarse-grained
model in which each blue circle represents a node, corresponding to two
bonded CH2 units. The black lines between nodes are harmonic springs.
within a system of polyethylene chains,
Utotal = Uelastic + UV dW (27)
where Utotal is the total potential energy of a system of polyethylene chains,
UV dW is the contribution to this total from Van der Waals interactions and
Uelastic is the contribution from elastic interactions. The straight model is
developed to incorporate these two separate contributions to the potential
energy.
The straight model that is proposed is shown in Figure 22b. The model
combines two bonded CH2 groups into a single bead, and adjacent beads
on the same molecular chain are connected by a harmonic spring. The Van
der Waals interaction between CH2 groups is modelled by a Lennard-Jones
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Table 2: Parameters of the straight chain model
Parameter Value
 0.01036 eV (Linke, Patzold and Hapke, 1997)
σ 3.8 A˚ (Linke, Patzold and Hapke, 1997)
b 1.52 A˚ (Linke, Patzold and Hapke, 1997)
θ0 1.9111 rad (Linke, Patzold and Hapke, 1997)
kb 39.0 eVA˚
−2 (Moore et al., 2000)
kθ 6.454 eVrad
−2 (Moore et al., 2000)
interaction potential between the beads,15
UV dW =
1
2
∑
kl(k 6=l)
4
[(
σ
rkl
)12
−
(
σ
rkl
)6]
(28)
where rkl is the separation between bead k and bead l,  is an energy pa-
rameter and σ is a length parameter. Table 2 shows the parameters used in
the Lennard-Jones potential (Linke, Patzold and Hapke, 1997).16 Equation
28 shows that the beads cannot be located on the same site, i.e. that the
pairwise interaction has to occur between different beads. However, there
is also an additional constraint that is imposed on the Lennard-Jones po-
tential of the straight chain model. The constraint is that only beads lying
on different chains experience a Lennard-Jones interaction. The Lennard-
Jones potential therefore only represents the intermolecular interactions (the
interactions that exist between chains). This has the implication that the in-
tramolecular interactions (interactions that exist within chains) are modelled
purely by the harmonic springs between adjacent beads.
15The Lennard-Jones potential is applied between between nodes that lie on separate
molecular chains
16The energy parameter  is twice the value given in the literature for a -CH2 group,
since one node represents two -CH2 groups
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Figure 23: (a) A single zigzag unit polyethylene. Black circles represent CH2
groups, black lines represent C-C bonds, θ is the natural bond angle, b is the
natural bond length and L is the length of the monomer measured along the
chain axis. (b) Stretch is applied to the zigzag unit. This causes a stretch of
u in the monomer. The stretch is caused by a changes ∆b in the C-C bond
lengths and ∆θ in the C-C-C bond angle.
The separation of intermolecular and intramolecular interactions is the
concept of the Frenkel-Kontorova model. The Frenkel-Kontorova model, as
discussed in the previous chapter, consists of a linear chain interacting with a
fixed periodic substrate potential. The fixed periodic substrate potential rep-
resents the intermolecular interactions17 and the harmonic springs represent
the intramolecular interactions.
The intramolecular interactions are elastic in nature, which is the reason
they are modelled using harmonic springs. There are two independent modes
of extension that need to be considered when calculating the spring constant
κ of these harmonic springs. These are known as bond bending and bond
17Since the fixed periodic substrate potential accounts for the effect of the rest of the
crystal.
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stretching. Bond stretching occurs when the C-C bond lengths can undergo
a change b→ b+ ∆b and bond bending occurs when the C-C-C bond angles
can undergo a change θ → θ + ∆θ. This is shown in Figure 23. The other
degree of freedom of the zigzag chain model, bond torsion, is not included
in the straight chain model. This is because the straight chain model is
rotationally invariant about its molecular axis.
Bond stretching and bond bending have associated energies. The energy
associated with bond stretching and bond bending within each monomer unit
is given by the following two equations, 18
Ustretch = kb(∆b)
2 (29)
Ubend = kθ[cos(θ + ∆θ)− cos(θ)]2 (30)
where Ustretch is the potential energy associated with bond stretching, Ubend
is the potential energy associated with bond bending, and kb and kθ are
respective bond stretching and bond bending stiffness parameters (Table 1).
The sum of Equation 29 and 30 will give the total elastic energy per monomer
unit. To calculate the total elastic energy for a system of polyethylene chains
the following expression may be written,
Uelastic =
∑
C−C
Ustretch +
∑
C−C−C
Ubend (31)
where the sums are taken over all the C-C bond lengths and C-C-C bond
angles in the system.
18The factor of 12 is missing in front of both Equations 29 and 30 because there are two
C-C bonds and two C-C-C bond angles per monomer unit.
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From Figure 23b it is clear that the total extension of the monomer unit
is u. Bond stretching and bond bending contribute independently to u, al-
lowing the two degrees of freedom to be expressed as two springs in series
with stiffnesses k1 and k2. The extension provided by each spring is also inde-
pendent and so the following equation may be written for the total extension
u,
u = ub + uθ (32)
where ub is the extension due to bond stretching (spring constant k1) and uθ
is the extension due to bond bending (spring constant k2). Equation 32 can
be expressed as,
u = 2∆b sin
(
θ0
2
)
+ b∆θ cos
(
θ0
2
)
(33)
using the geometry of the extended monomer and expanding to first order
in ∆b and ∆θ. By comparing Equations 32 and 33 it becomes clear that the
first term on the right-hand side is ub and the second is uθ. The total energy
per monomer unit can also be expressed through two separate equations.
E = kb(∆b)
2 + kθ(∆θ)
2 sin2 θ0 (34)
E =
1
2
k1u
2
b +
1
2
k2u
2
θ (35)
Equation 34 is obtained by taking the total elastic energy per monomer to be
Ustretch + Ubend and expanding Ubend to first order. Equation 35 is the same
energy but reframed in terms of two springs in series with stiffnesses k1 and
k2 and extensions ub and uθ. By comparing Equations 32, 33, 34 and 35 it
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is possible to derive the following expressions for k1 and k2,
k1 =
kb
2 sin2
(
θ0
2
) (36)
k2 =
8kθ sin
2( θ0
2
)
b2
(37)
and these two springs being in series give an effective spring constant for the
harmonic springs in the straight chain model.
κ =
8kbkθ sin
2( θ0
2
)
kbb2 + 16kθ sin
4( θ0
2
)
(38)
Using the parameters given in Table 2, κ is calculated to be 9.78 eVA˚−2. The
interchain forces in the straight chain model are modelled as a set of Lennard-
Jones forces between all parts of polymers. It is possible that stronger forces
from tie molecules (mentioned in chapter 2) may have a role to play, because
they connect different crystalline regions with each other.
4.6 Including torsion
The straight chain model does not include the torsional degree of freedom of
a polyethylene chain. Therefore a second model is used which includes bond
torsion. This is the united-atom model described in section 2.2.3. The model
will from now on be called the zigzag chain model. The torsional potential
zigzag chain model is given below,
Etot =
∑
dihedrals
n=4∑
n=1
an cos
n φ (39)
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with a1 = 1.736, a2 = −4.490, a3 = 0.776, a4 = 6.990 (in kcal/mol) and φ is
the torsion angle (Hossain et al., 2010). The force field of the zigzag chain
model is the same as that of the straight chain model, except for the inclusion
of this torsional potential and two differences regarding the Lennard-Jones
potential:
1. The zigzag chain model has  = 0.00586 eV, which is half the value of
 in the straight chain model. This is because the straight chain model
combines two CH2 groups into a single unit and the zigzag chain model
keeps each CH2 group separate.
2. The Lennard-Jones potential in the zigzag chain model acts between
CH2 groups that are not in the same monomer unit. The potential
therefore acts within molecular chains as well as between chains. This
is different to the case of the straight chain model, where the Lennard-
Jones potential only acts between chains.
The inclusion of a torsional degree of freedom in the zigzag chain model
results in the model being more realistic than the straight chain model.
4.7 Models of viscolesticity
Models that capture the viscoelasticity of aligned polymers do not attempt
to model the molecular structure. Instead they are focused only on the
empirically observed viscoelastic behaviour. The phenomenon of viscoelastic
behaviour can be divided two components, these being viscous behaviour
and elastic behaviour. These two types of behaviour may be represented by
simple physical objects such as springs and dashpots. Viscoelastic models
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include the Maxwell-model and Kelvin-Voigt model. These are widely used
in the study of many aligned polymers.
4.7.1 The Maxwell model
The Maxwell model is a simple mathematical model that satisfies the con-
ditions of the Boltzmann superposition principle. It is empirical in nature
because its parameters are fitted to the observed mechanical response of a
viscoelastic material to external load. The Maxwell model consists of a har-
monic spring in series with a viscous dashpot. The arrangement is shown in
Figure 24a. The spring provides an elastic contribution to the mechanical
response and the dashpot provides a viscous response. It is clear that the
Maxwell model does not make a reference to the explicit molecular structure
of aligned polyethylene.
The spring and the dashpot being in series in the Maxwell model results
in the stresses in both components being equal,
σ = Es = η˙d (40)
where σ is the stress of the system (as well as the stress in each component),
Es is the Young’s Modulus of the spring, η is the viscosity of fluid in the
dashpot, s is the strain in the spring and d is the strain in the dashpot.
The strains from the two components are additive,
 = s + d (41)
where  is the total strain of the system. Suppose an instantaneous strain is
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(a) (b)
Figure 24: (a) Maxwell model showing a spring and dashpot in series (b)
Kelvin-Voigt model showing spring and dashpot in parallel.
applied such that (t = 0) = 0 and the system is subsequently held at this
fixed strain. Then it can be identified that s(t = 0) = 0 and d(t = 0) = 0,
since it is only the spring can deform instantaneously. Equations 40 and 41
define a first order differential equation in d. Solving this for d with the
boundary conditions at t = 0 yields the following expression,
s = 0 exp
(
−Et
η
)
(42)
d = 0
(
1− exp
(
−Et
η
))
(43)
and since σ ∝ s, the stress decays exponentially with time. This corresponds
to a physical phenomenon known as stress relaxation, which is characteristic
of viscoelastic materials. The Maxwell model has been successfully fitted to
the stress relaxation profile of several viscoelastic materials, including aligned
polyethylene (Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991).
If the Maxwell model is subjected to an instantaneous stress σ(t = 0) = σ0
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and this stress is held fixed, the strains of the components evolve according
to the following equations,
s =
σ0
E
(44)
d =
σ0
η
t (45)
which means that the strain of the dashpot increases linearly and indefinitely
over time. As discussed previously, this phenomenon is a property of pure
viscous materials and not viscoelastic materials. The Maxwell model there-
fore fails to reproduce the correct creep behaviour for viscoelastic materials.
The Kelvin-Voigt model is related to the Maxwell model in terms of con-
taining a spring and dashpot, but differs in that it places the two components
in parallel. The arrangement is shown in Figure 24b. The model is success-
ful in reproducing the creep response of viscoelastic materials, but fails to
reproduce their stress relaxation response.
4.7.2 Broadening the Maxwell model
The combinated application of Maxwell and Kelvin-Voigt models leads to
a general model known as the Generalised Maxwell model, or Maxwell-
Wiechert model. This is shown in Figure 25. Each branch of the model
has a spring and a dashpot in series and several branches are arranged in
parallel. One of the branches is unique, in that it has a dashpot of infinite
viscosity. The existence of this dashpot is a requirement for a solid vis-
coelastic material (Ferry, 1980). The parameters of the model (ke, k1 → kn,
η1 → ηn) are only defined after fitting the model to an existing stress-strain
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Figure 25: Maxwell-Wiechert model consisting of springs with unknown
spring constants (ke, k1, ...., kn) and dashpots with unknown viscosities
(η1, ....., ηn). The parameters of the model are fitted to the experimental
stress-strain behaviour of an aligned polymer.
curve obtained by experiment. The model is therefore empirical in nature.
The model can be used to reproduce the behaviour of several aligned
polymers including aligned polyethylene (Krausz and Eyring, 1975).
4.8 Conclusions
The Generalised Maxwell model is constructed in light of observation of the
behaviour of aligned polymers, because it is empirically fitted to the observed
mechanical response of the material. The model does not determine molec-
ular mechanisms (Hammad et. al., 2015). This contrasts with the approach
adopted by molecular models, in which physical laws are used to determine
molecular mechanisms, but the model is not constructed by an empirical fit
to the observed mechanical response of the material.
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The molecular models and Generalised Maxwell model represent two dis-
tinct approaches to studying aligned polyethylene. The limitations of the
two approaches are complementary: the molecular models do not directly
address the behaviour of the material and the Generalised Maxwell model
does not directly address molecular mechanisms. This means that it may be
beneficial to apply the models together.
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5 Load in aligned polyethylene
This chapter is focused on the collective formation of solitons due to the trans-
fer and distribution of load between molecular chains in aligned polyethylene.
The model used to represent the molecular chains is the classical straight
chain model discussed in the previous chapter. In particular, this chapter
demonstrates that load is transferred and distributed by soliton pairs. The
soliton pair is defined as one tensile soliton and one compressive soliton bound
in pair. Each soliton in the soliton pair is defined by the Sine-Gordon equa-
tion. The definition of a soliton from the Sine-Gordon equation is that of
a self-reinforcing solitary wave that propagates with a precise mathematical
form and velocity that does not change.
5.1 Methods
The simulations were performed using an independent code that I had de-
veloped during the MSc Project preceding this PhD. The code controls the
displacements of beads in the straight chain model and calculates minimum
energy configurations using classical forces. A separate code was also de-
veloped; this code controlled the forces on the ends of chains, instead of
displacements, and calculated minimum energy configurations. However, the
control of displacements turned out to be more practical than the control of
forces, because solitons can be readily viewed in terms of displacements. The
details of the code I have developed, including the computation of forces, the
minimisation methods used and the construction of systems are included in
the next few sections.
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5.1.1 Computing energies and forces
The interaction energy between chains is given by the Lennard-Jones po-
tential. The Lennard-Jones potential was truncated by a cut-off distance
of 3.0σ, in order to improve computational speed. The truncation of the
Lennard-Jones potential has an associated risk, namely the introduction of
discontinuities in the potential. However, the Lennard-Jones potential at
a distance of 3.0σ has a value that is ∼ 10−7% of the value of the poten-
tial at the minimum. This justifies the use of the cut-off distance for the
Lennard-Jones potential.
The forces in this algorithm are constrained to act parallel to the chains.
The x-direction is defined as being parallel to the molecular chains. The
x-component of the Lennard-Jones potential on a particular bead (bead 1)
is,
F1x = −∂U
∂r
∂r
∂R1x
(46)
where R1x is the position of bead 1 along the x-axis and U is the energy
associated with the Lennard-Jones potential. If a second bead in the system
is considered, bead 2, then the radial displacement between the beads 1 and
2 can be expressed as,
r2 = (R1x −R2x)2 + (R1y −R2y)2 + (R1z −R2z)2 (47)
where x, y and z refer to standard Cartesian coordinates. Using the relation,
∂r2
∂R1x
= 2(R1x −R2x) = 2r ∂r
∂R1x
(48)
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the total force on bead 1 becomes,
F1x = 4
∑
2
(R1x −R2x)
[
12σ12
r14
− 6σ
6
r8
]
(49)
where the interactions have been summed over the entire system (over all
bead 2’s).
The elastic force on a bead from a spring is given by the simple relation,
Felastic = κu (50)
where u is the extension of the spring.19 The total force along the chain axis,
which is the sum of the components of the elastic and Lennard-Jones forces
that act along the chain axis, gives a value of Ftot which goes into the method
of steepest descent (Equation 51).
5.1.2 Energy minimisation scheme
The Method of Steepest Descent assumes that the function that is being
minimised is differentiable at all points. The algorithm takes the negative
gradient g as a search direction and moves along the search direction in
parameter space according to a step-size γ. A new gradient is then calculated
and the process is repeated, until the function is minimised. The Method
of Steepest Descent is one of the most simple of minimisation techniques.
19These forces were checked in my MSc Project. By moving one of the beads in a perfect
20×20 system of chains by 10−4A˚ (in the positive x-direction), the forces from Equation
49 could be compared with the expression ∆E∆x , where ∆E is the change in energy of the
system due to the displacement and ∆x the displacement. It was found that the values
agreed to the required accuracy. The elastic forces were also checked and were correct.
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It has limitations in the minimisation of non-differentiable functionals and
can get trapped in local minima. The reason for selecting the algorithm
is that the algorithm is constructed in terms of forces and displacements.
The method also has the advantages of being relatively simple to implement
and was found to converge rapidly on simple systems of straight chains. It
was therefore the chosen technique for minimisation to give simple results
of an indicative nature. The reason that the algorithm can get trapped in
local minima is because the algorithm computes the new displacement of
each bead separately. There is therefore an implicit assumption that the
new displacement of each bead does not affect the other beads. Therefore,
although the algorithm is useful in giving indicative results, it cannot provide
a rigorous method of determining the ground state of the system. This is
addressed in Chapter 6 with the Fast Inertial Relaxation Engine (FIRE),
which is also constructed from forces and displacements, but examines the
system as a whole at each iteration.
In the case of the straight chain model, the total force on each bead is
used to move the bead at each iteration in the Method of Steepest Descent.
The iterative equation is,
xi+1 = xi + γFtot (51)
where xi is the original x-coordinate of the bead, xi+1 is the updated x-
coordinate and Ftot is the sum of the Lennard-Jones and elastic forces acting
on the node. The algorithm used an adaptive step size, with large values
of γ for the first few iterations and smaller values later on. The purpose
of this was to make the convergence fast as well as allowing the system to
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reach a minimum energy state. If the value of γ is kept large for too many
iterations the total energy of the systems reaches very high values and the
systems becomes unstable. On the other hand, if the value of γ is small then
the convergence takes many more computations than is necessary.
The convergence criterion for the minimisation is that the sum of the
norm of all the forces on every node must be below a tolerance,
∑
nodes
< fnode|fnode > 12≤ Tol (52)
where fnode is the total force on each node and Tol is a sufficiently small
number. This number was varied depending on the simulation system. An-
other method that was adopted was to plot the total energy of the system
at each iteration.
5.1.3 Defining two straight chains
The system of interest needed to be defined before simulations were begun.
This is a system of two parallel straight chains of equal length separated by
distance ρ as shown in Figure 26a. The length of the chains L was chosen
to be much larger than the width w of solitons i.e. L  w. The width
of solitons in polyethylene has been determined to be ∼ 30 CH2 units by
numerical studies (Zhang and Collins, 1994). The length of the chains was
therefore chosen to be significantly larger than this width, with 1000 beads
(2000 CH2 units) in each chain. This gives the solitons enough space to form
in the molecular chains.
The positions of each bead in the system was stored in matrices from the
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C++ linear algebra library armadillo. Each bead in the system was given
a pair of indices (i, j), where the index i denotes the chain and the index j
denotes how far the bead is along the chain. Two separate matrices were used
to store the positions of each bead, one matrix had the x-component of the
position of each bead and the other had the z-component. These components
correspond respectively to the directions parallel and perpendicular to the
molecular chains.
5.2 Load transfer
5.2.1 Simulation
The energy of the system of two finite straight chains of equal length shown
in Figure 26a is minimised with respect to ρ when ρ = 4.01A˚. This is taken
as the ground state system. There is registry between the chains, indicated
by the dotted lines in Figure 26b.
The beads in two adjacent and identical chains are static because the net
force acting on each bead is zero. The beads can move from their equilib-
rium positions only if there is a non-zero net force acting on them. These
forces may arise if one chain is stretched more than the other. For example,
Figure 26b shows the case where the left chain is uniformly stretched and
the other chain remains as it was in the ground state. This creates relative
displacements between the beads of the two chains, which breaks the registry
between the chains that existed in the ground state. The resulting disregistry
sets up a net force on the beads of both chains, allowing the system to move
from its initial state.
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(a) (b)
Figure 26: (a) Two equal length parallel molecular chains separated by per-
pendicular distance ρ. The chains are staggered by distance a
2
, which is
half the natural distance between two beads (b) The left chain is stretched
uniformly by s = a. Each harmonic spring takes up the same stretch.
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The chain into which stretch has been introduced may be regarded as
storing elastic energy. The other chain stores a net elastic energy of 0 because
it is left completely unstretched. The investigation in this chapter examines
whether the stretched chain is able to transfer some of its load to whether
the elastic energy in the unstretched chain can change while the stretched
chain is placed under the constraint of being fixed at its ends.
The system shown in Figure 26b provides the starting point for the sim-
ulations. The particular example in Figure 26b shows a uniform stretch of
s = a on one of the chains. The ends of the stretched chain are fixed whilst
all other beads are free to move. The method of steepest descent is applied
to the system until relaxation is achieved. The elastic energy stored in each
chain in the relaxed system is then calculated. The calculation shows how
much elastic energy is carried by each chain at each condition of stretch. The
relative elastic energy between the unstretched chain and the stretched chain
can be compared at different values of s.
5.2.2 Results
The transfer of load between two chains occurs through Lennard-Jones inter-
actions between that exist between the chains. Therefore the effect of these
interactions on loading is examined first. This involves comparing the slope
of the total energy as a function of s in two distinct systems. The first is a
system of two chains in which the Lennard-Jones potential is turned off; that
is  = 0. The total energy in this system as a function of s is given by,
E1 =
κ
2N
s2 (53)
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where N is the number of springs. This is simply the elastic energy that is
stored in a single isolated chain that is stretched by s. The second system is
a system of two chains in which the Lennard-Jones interactions are turned
on; that is  = 0.012 eV for polyethylene. The total energy of this system
as a function of s can be calculated by relaxing the system at each s and
computing the total energy.
The total energy as a function of s in the interacting and non-interacting
systems is shown in Figure 27. The curve for the interacting system is neg-
ative but has been shifted up by −30.55 eV (the ground state energy of
the interacting system) to enable comparison with the curve for the non-
interacting system. The plot shows that the curve for the interacting system
has a higher slope than the curve for the non-interacting system. This means
that at a given stretch s, a larger force is required to stretch a single chain
when it is interacting with an adjacent chain, than when it is not interacting
with an adjacent chain.
5.2.3 Elastic energy
The transfer of load from the stretched chain to the unstretched chain through
Lennard-Jones interactions will result in both chains carrying a certain en-
ergy in the form of elastic energy. In particular, the presence of elastic
energy in the unstretched chain after relaxation will indicate that load has
been transferred from the stretched chain to the unstretched chain. This is
because the unstretched chain is initially free of elastic energy.
The total elastic energy in each chain after relaxation is shown in Figure
28, in which the range is taken to be a < s < 8a. The plot shows that after
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Figure 27: Total energy of two chain system compared to the energy of single
chain system.
relaxation, the load in the unstretched chain is non-zero at all values of s.
This means that the unstretched chain always ends up carrying load after the
system of two chains relaxes, and therefore, that load is always transferred
from the stretched chain to the unstretched chain through Lennard-Jones
interactions. The load in the unstretched chain is closest to the load in the
stretched chain at s = a, and the load in the two chains diverges at larger
values of s.
The result in Figure 28 showed the load carried by each chain after relax-
ation. Figure 29 shows the ratio of the load stored in the unstretched chain
divided by the load stored in the stretched chain. This is a relative load
between the two chains. The Figure shows that the maximum value of rela-
tive load to be ∼ 60% at s = a. The value of the relative load subsequently
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Figure 28: Elastic energy in stretched and unstretched chains after relaxation.
reduces with increasing s, down to a value of ∼ 2% at s = 8a.20
20Reference (Hammad et. al., 2015) uses the analytic theory of the Sine-Gordon equation
to examine the transfer of load between two molecular chains. The calculation shows that
the load stored carried by both chains is the same. This chapter uses simulations instead
of analytic theory. The simulations show that the load stored in both chains is not equal
(the maximum relative load is 60% at s = a). The difference between the analytic theory
and the simulations lies in the method by which the two-chain system is deformed. In the
analytic theory, one chain is uniformly stretched by a2 and the other chain is uniformly
compressed by a2 , and both chains are fixed by their ends. Therefore, the load in each
chain in the relaxed system must be equal. In the case of the simulations described here,
one chain is stretched by a and fixed by its ends, whilst the other chain is left unstretched.
This means that the unstretched chain is more free in the simulations than in the analytic
theory. As a result, it is expected that the loads in the two chains will not be equal in the
simulations after relaxation.
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Figure 29: Ratio of elastic energy in stretched and unstretched chains after
relaxation (as a percentage).
5.3 Soliton pair formed in the LJ potential
5.3.1 Simulation
The means by which elastic energy is carried in both chains is through dis-
placements of the beads from their equilibrium positions. Therefore, the next
section attempts to find the distribution of displacements in each molecular
chain after relaxation, at different conditions of deformation. This is done
by calculating the lengths of harmonic springs in both chains after relaxation
at different values of s. The calculation gives an insight into how the initial
uniform stretch in the stretched chain and the complete lack of stretch in the
unstretched changes after relaxation.
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5.3.2 Results
Figure 30 shows the lengths of harmonic springs in the stretched and un-
stretched chains after relaxation. The majority of the harmonic springs are
at their natural length of a = 2.483A˚. It is clear that the initial uniform
stretch in the stretched chain localises after relaxation into a region of ∼ 200
harmonic springs. The unstretched chain shows a localised compression,
which is equal and opposite to the localised tension in the stretched chain.
The localised tension and localised compression form a bound pair.
The width of the localised tension and compression was found to be pro-
portional to
√
κ

(see Figures 31 and 32) . This enables the localised tension
and compression to be described as soliton solutions of the Sine-Gordon equa-
tion, of opposite sign. The bound pair of localised tension and compression
is therefore called a soliton pair.
5.3.3 Variations in formation
Since the majority of harmonic springs in both chains in Figure 30 are at
their natural length, a large proportion of both chains do not store any elastic
energy. This means that the elastic energy in both chains is stored almost
entirely over the width of the soliton in each chain. The soliton pair therefore
accounts for the elastic energy carried by both chains when s = a (the value
of the load in each chain can be seen in Figure 28).
The number of soliton pairs that form may change with the applied stretch
s. To investigate this the lengths of the harmonic springs in each chain are
plotted for s = 2a and s = 3a. The results of these simulations are shown
in Figures 33 and 34 respectively. The Figures clearly show that a stretch of
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Figure 30: Stretch of s = a applied. Tensile soliton forms in the stretched
chain and compressive soliton in the unstretched chain. This entity is called
a soliton pair.
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Figure 31: The width of a soliton as a function of κ with fixed . The
fitting function is proportional to
√
κ. The parameters used for this plot are
κ = 8.74eVA˚−2 and  = 0.00518eV. The width of a soliton is proportional
to
√
κ
V
in the Frenkel-Kontorova model, where V ∝ . This shows that the
soliton of the Frenkel-Kontorova model and the soliton described here have
matching properties with regards to their width.
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Figure 32: The width of a soliton as a function of  with fixed κ. The fitting
function is proportional to 1/
√
. The parameters used for this plot are
κ = 8.74eVA˚−2 and  = 0.00518eV. The width of a soliton is proportional
to
√
κ
V
in the Frenkel-Kontorova model, where V ∝ . This shows that the
soliton of the Frenkel-Kontorova model and the soliton described here have
matching properties with regards to their width.
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Figure 33: Stretch s = 2a applied. Two soliton pairs are formed.
Figure 34: Stretch s = 3a applied. Three soliton pairs are formed.
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Figure 35: Stretch s = 10a applied. Many soliton pairs are formed.
Figure 36: Minimum distance δ between the curves for the stretched and
unstretched chains.
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Figure 37: Width of a single soliton in one soliton pair, as a function of the
applied stretch s.
Figure 38: Amplitude of a single soliton in one soliton pair, as a function of
the applied stretch s.
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s = 2a produces two distinct soliton pairs and a stretch of s = 3a produces
three distinct soliton pairs. Other stretches were also examined, and these
showed that the number of soliton pairs increases with the applied stretch.
The change in the number of soliton pairs with the applied stretch does
not explain the decrease in the relative elastic energy with s seen in Figure 29.
The reason for the reduction is indicated by the symbol δ in Figure 34. The
value of δ represents the minimum distance between the curves associated
with the stretched and unstretched chains. It is clear in Figures 30 and 33,
which correspond respectively to s = a and s = 2a, that δ ≈ 0. However,
there is a non-zero δ in Figure 34 (which corresponds to s = 3a).
The value of δ increases with the applied stretch s. The case of s = 10a
is shown in Figure 35. The Figure shows many soliton pairs in the two chain
system. It is clear that the value of δ is much higher than in the case of
s = 3a. To fully see the increase of δ with s, Figure 36 may be examined.
This Figure shows a clear increase in the value of δ with s. The increase of δ
with s causes the displacements in the two chains to become very different,
hence causing the decrease in relative elastic energy observed in Figure 29.
The reason for the apparent discontinuity between s = 5 and s = 6 is not
clear.
The proportions of the solitons (width and amplitude) decrease with the
applied stretch, and their number in the chain increases. It is also observed
that the value of δ increases with the applied stretch. It may be that the
change in the solitons (in proportion and in number) with increasing s results
in the solitons being less able to collectively transfer and distribute load. This
could explain the increase in δ.
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Figure 39: Ratio of elastic energy in stretched and unstretched chains after
relaxation (as a percentage).
Figure 59 and 38 show the variation of the width and amplitude of a
single soliton in the two-chain system with s.21 It is clear from the Figures
that both the width and the amplitude of the solitons decrease as a function
of s. This means that each soliton carries less load as the applied stretch is
increased.
5.4 Generation of solitons
The phenomenon of load transfer is investigated in the case of very small
relative displacements between two straight molecular chains. The range
of stretch 0 < s < a represents very small relative displacements between
21The width used is the full-width half maximum.
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Figure 40: Soliton nucleating from chain end in the stretched chain.
the ends of the two molecular chains. This range is examined in Figure 39,
which shows the ratio between the elastic energy stored in the unstretched
chain and the elastic energy stored in the stretched chain, after relaxation
has taken place. The Figure shows a decrease in the ratio as s is increased
in the range 0 < s < 0.5a. There is however, a sharp increase in the interval
0.5a < s < 0.6a after which the value of the ratio is much higher. The
value of the ratio again decreases after this point. The sharp increase of the
ratio in the range 0.5a < s < 0.6a suggests that there may be a molecular
mechanism which activates an increase of the elastic energy carried by the
unstretched chain.
To identify a molecular mechanism that corresponds to the load transfer
behaviour seen in Figure 39, the lengths of harmonic springs in the stretched
and unstretched chains after relaxation are calculated for the stretches 0 <
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Figure 41: Soliton nucleating from chain end in the unstretched chain.
Figure 42: Soliton nucleating from chain end in the stretched chain.
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Figure 43: Soliton nucleating from chain end in the unstretched chain.
s < a. The result of this set of simulations is shown in Figures 40 and 41.
Figure 40 shows the lengths of harmonic springs for the stretched chain and
Figure 41 shows the lengths of harmonic springs for the unstretched chain.
The result from the stretched chain in Figure 40 shows that a tensile
soliton is generated from one end of the stretched chain as the stretch s is
increased in the range 0 < s < a. The first instance in which the soliton can
be seen is at s = 0.6a. For s < 0.6a the soliton is effectively ’building up’ as
a region of tension at the end of the chain, but does not nucleate from the
end of the chain. The nucleation of a soliton at s = 0.6a creates a region of
compression at the end of the chain from which the soliton is generated.
The result from the unstretched chain in Figure 41 shows that a compres-
sive soliton is generated from one end of the unstretched chain as the stretch
s is increased in the range 0 < s < a. The first instance in which the soliton
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is seen is at s = 0.6a. This is the same value of s at which the tensile soliton
in the stretched chain is generated. Indeed, by comparing the two Figures
it becomes clear that the tensile and compressive solitons are generated as
a pair. However, the tensile and compressive solitons have a different effect
on the end of the chain from which they are generated. The generation of
the tensile soliton results in a maximum compression at the end of the chain
of ∼ 0.013A˚, whilst the generation of the compressive soliton results in a
maximum compression of ∼ 0.0024A˚.22 The generation of the tensile soliton
therefore induces a greater compression at the chain end.
The lengths of the harmonic springs shown in Figure 41 and 42 are calcu-
lated for s = 0.2a, s = 0.4a, s = 0.6a and s = 0.8a. The increments of 0.2a
for s were adopted for clarity. However, the sharp increase in the ratio of the
elastic energy in the unstretched chain to the elastic energy in the stretched
chain in Figure 39 is seen in the range 0.5a < s < 0.6a. The lengths of the
harmonic springs in the stretched and unstretched chains therefore need to
be examined within this range.
Figures 42 and 43 show the lengths of harmonic springs in the stretched
and unstretched chains for s = 0.5a and s = 0.6a. It is clear from the Figures
that the soliton is not generated at s = 0.5a but is generated at s = 0.6a.
The range 0.5a < s < 0.6a therefore represents the critical region in which a
soliton pair is generated, and this nucleation event coincides exactly with the
sudden increase in the ratio of the elastic energy stored in the unstretched
chain and the load stored in the stretched chain, seen in Figure 39. This
provides evidence that the generation of a soliton pair is a molecular mecha-
22The width of the two compressive regions are similar. This is expected because the
tensile and compressive soliton are generated as a pair.
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nism that activates the the introduction of elastic energy in the unstretched
chain. This is an initial result, that will be extended in the next section by
examining the correspondence between the generation of solitons from chain
ends and the restoring force on chain ends. The correspondence between the
generation of solitons and the total energy of the system is also shown.
5.5 Restoring force
This section shows that the soliton pairs that are generated may have the
ability to reduce the restoring force at both ends of a molecular chain. The
investigation requires a new method to be developed that treats both ends
of a molecular chain in the same way. The previous algorithm described in
section 5.2.1 does not satisfy this requirement because it keeps one end of
the stretched chain fixed whilst displacing the other end.
The method by which deformation is applied is shown in Figure 44. The
starting configuration consists of two molecular chains, where one molecular
chain is one monomer length longer than the other. Equal displacements u
are applied at the ends of the longer chain. The stretch is uniformly taken up
by each harmonic spring in the chain. The ends of the longer chain are fixed
and the two-chain system is relaxed with the Method of Steepest Descent.
The restoring force on each end of the stretched chain is calculated as a
function of s. The result for one end is shown in Figure 45 and the result
for the other end is shown in Figure 46. It is clear that there is a sawtooth
arrangement with recurrent drops in force. The recurrent drops in force are
observed to coincide with the simultaneous generation of two solitons, one
from each chain end. This indicates a connection between the generation of
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Figure 44: The method by which deformation is applied to find restoring
force at both chain ends in the relaxed system.
soliton pairs and the reduction of force at chain ends.
The effect of solitons on energetics may be examined by contrasting the
total energy vs s curve for the two-chain system to that of a single chain
system. This is because the solitons will form in the two-chain system but
not in the single chain system. The total energy of the two-chain system
as a function of s in the two-chain system and the single-chain system is
shown in Figure 27. The curve for the two-chain system is negative but has
been shifted up by −30.55 eV (the ground state energy of the undeformed
two-chain system) to enable comparison with the curve for the single-chain
system. The plot shows that in the range 0 < s < a, the curve for the two-
chain system has a higher slope than the curve for the single-chain system.
This means that at a given stretch s, it requires a larger force to stretch a
single chain when it is interacting with an adjacent chain, than when it is not
interacting with an adjacent chain. However, in the range a < s < 8a, the
slope of the single chain system eventually becomes greater than the slope
of the two-chain system. It is possible that the generation of soliton pairs
is responsible for the decrease in the slope of the curve associated with the
two-chain system.
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Figure 45: Restoring force as a function of s at one chain end.
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Figure 46: Restoring force as a function of s at other chain end.
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5.6 Summary
This chapter details a study of the transfer and distribution of load in be-
tween two adjacent molecular chains using the classical straight chain model.
The transfer of load was attributed to intermolecular interactions. The intro-
duction of load in one polyethylene chain was found to lead to an introduction
of load in another adjacent chain which was initially free of load. The rela-
tive proportion of load that was transferred from the stretched chain to the
unstretched chain varied under the applied condition of deformation.
The displacements in molecular chains were examined after relaxation
and it was found that solitons formed in bound pairs. The pairs consisted
of a tensile soliton in the stretched chain and a compressive soliton in the
unstretched chain. Each soliton was found to be well described by the Sine-
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Gordon equation. The key result of this chapter is that the configuration
in Figure 26 (with s = a) results in the formation of single soliton pair
(through load transfer). The soliton pair stores nearly all the load in the
system; therefore the soliton width w is equal to the transfer length.
The uniform stretch of one chain with respect to another chain by s = a is
equivalent to introducing a vacancy of 2 CH2 into the stretched chain. Since
a single soliton forms in each chain after load transfer, it may be said that
the soliton is formed from a vacancy of 2 CH2 groups and consequent load
transfer with neighbouring chains. The formation of solitons from divacancies
has been examined in the literature (Zhang and Collins, 1994). In the next
chapter, the formation of a single soliton from an initial divacancy and load
transfer with neighbouring chains provides a starting point for simulations
of the motion of solitons.
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6 Coarse/Fine-graining temporal structure
The classical solitons discussed in the previous chapter are static because
there is no temperature. The study of the motion of solitons therefore re-
quires the presence of temperature in simulations. However, the introduc-
tion of temperature has provided some significant challenges for the classical
molecular approach, because it is difficult to view the profile of a soliton or
twiston (Zhang, 1997). The methods used to overcome this problem intro-
duce an artificial damping term to extract energy from the system, and use
smoothing functions of torsion angles to enable twistons to become visible
(Zhang, 1997). These methods are partially successful, but affect the system
in an artificial way.
This chapter aims to examine the behaviour of a soliton under temper-
ature without artificially affecting the system that is being studied. The
method applied in this chapter combines (i) the classical formation of a soli-
ton through load transfer between molecular chains (ii) the inclusion of tem-
perature and (iii) a time-averaging method to reduce fluctuations.
The approach of this chapter builds on the approach of the previous chap-
ter, because it begins with the classical formation of a soliton through load
transfer, before including temperature, and reducing fluctuations through a
time-average method. The reduction of the system through time-averaging
leads to the coherent propagation of the soliton. The soliton is described
as an averaged displacement field within a discrete window of time (the
time-average window), rather than as distinct displacement fields at sepa-
rate points time.
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6.1 Molecular Dynamics
The previous chapter used the method of energy minimisation to relax a
system of two molecular chains. The disadvantage of energy minimisation
is that it cannot be used to examine the motion of a soliton, and therefore,
cannot account for its behaviour. This provides a basis for bringing in a
second method of simulation; Molecular Dynamics. Molecular Dynamics is
another type of N body simulation. The method evolves the physical systems
using a particular algorithm, so that it can be viewed over time.
In this chapter, both energy minimisation and Molecular Dynamics are
implemented using a package known as the Large Atomic Parallelised Sim-
ulator (LAMMPS). The package has been used to simulate systems across
different scales; examples of simulations include Molecular Dynamics sim-
ulations of DNA (Grindon et al., 2004) and polymers (Luo and Sommer,
2009) (molecular scale), as well as Peridynamic simulations (continuum scale)
(Parks et al., 2008)
6.1.1 LAMMPS
LAMMPS is a scalable Molecular Dynamics code, which has been specifically
designed to function efficiently on parallel platforms (Grindon et al., 2004). It
has a high degree of flexibility in terms of the systems that can be constructed
and the types of calculations it can perform.
There were several reasons for choosing LAMMPS in this project. The
first is that this chapter uses the zigzag chain model. The force field of a
zigzag chain model is difficult to implement in an independent code. This
is because it contains different degrees of freedom (bond stretching, bond
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bending and bond torsion) and the forces can orient in any direction. This
problem was not encountered in the straight chain model because simple
forces along the chain axes could be analytically derived. The second reason
is that the independent code is computationally very slow when the number
of atoms becomes large. This means that computing the properties of a
large number of molecular chains is not feasible in the independent code.
The final reason is that LAMMPS provides functionality for implementing
thermostats, barostats and periodic boundary conditions.
The role of the independent code was therefore limited to studies of two
straight chains and LAMMPS was used for all other simulations. The need
for LAMMPS was realised a few months into the PhD after questions arose
that could only be addressed by more advanced simulations.
6.2 Formation of soliton
The simulations described here show how a soliton was formed in a classical
molecular model (the zigzag chain model). This required the construction of
a lattice with periodic boundary conditions and the introduction of a vacancy
of 2 CH2 groups into one of the chains. This enables a soliton to form through
load transfer. The methods used to form a soliton in this chapter are identical
to the methods used in the previous chapter.
6.3 Lattice of molecular chains
The orthorhombic unit cell of polyethylene at 0K has been determined by
experiment with lattice parameters a = 4.81A˚ and b = 7.16A˚ (Shen, Hansen
and Romo, 1969). The lattice that was chosen for the simulations in this
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chapter is constructed with a cell of dimensions (c, d) with d = c
√
3. The
cells with dimensions (a, b) and (c, d) are shown together in Figure 48. The
values of c and d are chosen such that the,
c.d = a.b (54)
This enables the area of the constructed cell in Figure 48b to be matched to
the area of the experimentally obtained orthorhombic unit cell in Figure 48a.
The matching of the area of the two cells means that the cell in Figure 48b
is able to reproduce the experimental density of crystalline polyethylene.23
The repetition of the cell in Figure 48b positions all the chains at geometric
sites that are defined by a hexagonal lattice. This is shown in Figure 49.
The energy of the lattice was reduced when φ = 30◦ for all the chains.
The energy of the lattice was further reduced when the rotation angle of the
central chain in the cell in Figure 48b was set to φ = 120◦. This may be seen
in Figure 50. Since this operation leaves the rotation angle of the corner chain
and the central chain distinct, the rotation angle of the corner chain may be
denoted φ1 and the rotation angle of the central chain may be denoted φ2.
This means that although the chains are placed at the geometric sites defined
by a hexagonal lattice, the symmetry of the structure is orthorhombic (due
23The orientation of the planar zigzag represents the unit cell of the material.
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(a) (b)
Figure 48: (a) Experimentally obtained orthorhombic unit cell with a =
4.81A˚ and b = 7.16A˚ and (b) cell with c = 4.46A˚ and d = c
√
3. The param-
eter c is chosen such that the cell reproduces the area of the experimentally
obtained orthorhombic unit cell in (a). The black lines represent the ori-
entation of the planar zigzag backbone of the molecular chain. The planar
zigzag backbone of the two chains in the crystal structure in Figure 48a have
distinct orientations. The planar zigzag backbone of the two chains in the
crystal structure in Figure 48a are started in the same orientation. This
indicated by the angle subtended with the horizontal φ.
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Planar zigzag backbone of polyethylene chain
Figure 49: Lattice of chains with hexagonal geometry. This represents the
initial positions and orientations of the chains. Later it was found that the
relative rotation of adjacent chains reduces energy, so the initial structure of
equal φ for all chains needed to be reconsidered.
Figure 50: Rotation of central chain of each unit cell. It is clear that there
is a minimum at approximately 130◦.
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to distinct orientations of adjacent molecular chains).24
6.3.1 Load transfer
The cell in Figure 48b with φ1 = 30
◦ for the corner chain and φ2 = 120◦ for
the central chain was used to construct a lattice of 56 chains.25,26 Periodic
boundary conditions were applied across all three Cartesian axes. This meant
that all the chains were infinite in length, and the packing of the chains was
infinitely extensive.
The chains all contained 2000 CH2 groups except for one chain that had
1998 CH2 groups. This means that a vacancy of 2 CH2 was introduced into
one of the chains. The existence of a vacancy of 2 CH2 groups in one of the
chains resulted in the chain being stretched relative to its neighbours. This
provided the necessary condition for load transfer between molecular chains.
The energy of the system was minimised using the Fast Inertial Relaxation
Engine (FIRE) in order to allow load transfer to take place. The lengths of
the C-C bonds are shown in the stretched chain after minimisation in Figure
52 (see black line, ignore coloured dots at this point). It is clear that there
is a soliton in the chain with a width of the order of 200 CH2 groups. The
C-C-C bond angles in the stretched chain were also checked showing a soliton
of identical width.
24This was an initial attempt at bringing together the orthorhombic and hexagonal
crystal structures. The attempt is refined in chapter 7 where the system can locally move
between orthorhombic and hexagonal symmetry, within a geometric construction.
25This gives the same length of chains as the length of chains used in the previous
chapter with the straight chain model.
26The size of the lattice is chosen to ensure that the Lennard-Jones cut-off radius rc = 3σ
is less than half the length of the lattice along its defining dimensions.
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6.4 Temperature
6.4.1 Thermostat and timestep
The NPT thermostat/barostat is a combined application of a Nose-Hoover
thermostat and a Nose-Hoover pressure barostat to the system. The rea-
sons for using the NPT thermostat/barostat were (i) it enabled systems of
polyethylene chains to equilibrate at a certain temperature (ii) it did not fix
the spacing between polyethylene chains allowing for effects such as thermal
expansion. The introduction of temperature enabled thermal fluctuations to
enter into the system. These would appear in the oscillation of C-C bond
lengths, C-C-C bond angles and C-C-C-C dihedrals.
The chosen timestep was 1 fs for the zigzag chain model. This is a rela-
tively conservative timesteps and is a reasonable choice for the model.27 The
method for equilibrating systems was to set the initial temperature T0 to
be twice the target temperature Ttarget for equilibration. This is standard
practice and arises from the equipartition of energy. The method allowed for
very rapid equilibration of the system within a few timesteps. The condition
for equilibration was that the total energy of the lattice and the lattice pa-
rameters fluctuated around a constant average value. This is the definition
of convergence that was adopted.
27I would like to acknowledge a talk given by G. S. Grest at the American Physical
Society March 2014 meeting.
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Figure 51: C-C bond lengths in the stretched chain at T = 300K. The
amplitude of thermal fluctuations obscures the soliton that was originally
formed in the chain.
6.4.2 Observation of soliton
The lattice with a single tensile soliton in one of the chains was equilibrated
at 300K.28 The C-C bond lengths in the stretched chain were examined after
equilibration. The result of this simulation is shown in Figure 51. It is
clear that the soliton is no longer visible. This poses a particular problem,
namely, how the behaviour of the soliton can be analysed when its presence is
obscured by the introduction of temperature. It is important to approach the
problem in a way that does not artificially affect the system being studied.
The method that was implemented was to first reduce the temperature
of the system to 20K. The next step was to examine multiple snapshots of
the C-C bonds in the stretched chain at 20K in chronological order. No
averaging procedure was applied at this point. The chronological order of
28Small compressive solitons were found in neighbouring chains. The single tensile
soliton in the stretched chain is the subject of interest in this chapter.
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Figure 52: C-C bond lengths at T = 20K. The bonds are plotted at different
times close to each other. There is an envelope of C-C bond lengths around
the original site of soliton formation.
snapshots is shown in Figure 52 together with the original soliton that is
formed at 0K in the minimised structure. The original soliton that is formed
at 0K in the minimised structure is shown by the solid black line. The
chronological order of snapshots of the C-C bond lengths at 20K is shown as
a distribution of multicoloured dots. It is clear that the process of ordering
multiple snapshots in this way reveals an envelope of thermal fluctuations.
The envelope of thermal fluctuations is made clearer by the dotted black lines
above and below the minimised state. This means that the soliton may be
viewed under conditions of low temperature, by taking several snapshots at
successive times and arranging them in chronological order.
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6.5 Time-average window
The time-average method is used to reduce the envelope of thermal fluctu-
ations in Figure 52 into a single distribution of time-averaged bond lengths
〈b(x, t)〉. This makes the soliton visible under conditions of temperature.
The technique defines two timescales. The first timescale is based on the
fundamental timescale of the system, which is the period of oscillation T of a
single C-C bond. The timescale tf =
T
2
determines the rate at which the C-C
bonds must be sampled to reconstruct the original signal, which is the soliton
distribution in the minimised state.29 It is found by plotting the length of a
single C-C bond over time that T = 30 fs and therefore that tf = 15 fs. The
snapshots of the C-C bond lengths sampled at intervals of tf may then be
averaged to reconstruct the original signal. The selection of a smaller value
of tf would also enable reconstruction of the original signal although tf = 15
fs is sufficient. The selection of a higher value of tf may lead to aliasing.
This describes how the snapshot separation affects the reconstructed signal.
The second time-scale τ is associated with the motion of the centre of
mass of the soliton. The timescale determines how many snapshots of the C-
C bond lengths should be averaged in order to make the soliton both visible
and as localised as possible. The selection of a value of τ that is too small
will result in an unclear picture of the structure of the soliton. This is shown
at 20K in Figure 54. The selection of a value of τ that is too large will result
in the spreading out of the soliton due to the axial motion of its centre of
mass. This is shown at 20K in Figure 55. At T = 20K the value τ = 855
29The selection of the timescale tf has its roots in the Nyquist-Shannon sampling the-
orem.
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Figure 53: Time-averaged soliton in the C-C bond lengths at T = 20K with
tf = 15 fs and τ = 855 fs. Compared to Figure 52 in which time-averaging
was not applied, the soliton is very clear.
fs is chosen as a critical value at which the structure of the soliton is both
clear and localised in the axial direction. It is clear from calculation that
τ = 855 fs = 57 × tf . Therefore, the molecular structure must be averaged
57 times at time intervals of tf in order to clearly bring out the structure of
the soliton. The result of the time-averaging method at T = 20K is shown
in Figure 53. It is clear that the envelope of thermal fluctuations has been
reduced and that the soliton is visible as a time-averaged distribution of bond
lengths 〈b(x, t)〉. The statistical error in the mean signal may be obtained
by examining the maximum and minimum value of the C-C bond length far
away from the soliton distribution. It may be seen from Figure 53 that the
statistical error is approximately 10−3A˚.
The timescale tf is independent of temperature and the timescale τ is
dependent on temperature. The dependence of τ on temperature can be
seen from the parametrisation used at 300K (Figures 56 and 57). The value
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Figure 54: Time-averaged C-C bond lengths in the stretched chain at T =
20K for τ = 0.15 ps (blue) τ = 1.995 ps (red). It is clear that the soliton is
less clear for the smaller value of τ .
of τ used at 300K is τ = 1995 fs which is different from the value of τ
at 20K. The statistical error in the mean signal of the C-C bond lengths
is approximately 0.002A˚. The statistical error in the mean signal of the
C-C-C bond angles is approximately 0.6◦. The equilibration period of the
simulation is 3 ps. This is equal to the equilibration period of the Nose-
Hoover thermostat/barostat, because the thermostat /barostat is the slowest
relaxation mode of the system. The time-average window in which the plots
in Figures 56 and 57 are obtained is [7.68, 9.66] ps. Therefore the first
snapshot occurs 7.68 ps after the start of the simulation. This time is greater
than the equilibration period of the simulation, which is equal to the Noose-
Hoover relaxation period.
The soliton at 20K has a width w ∼ 400 CH2 groups and the soliton at
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Figure 55: Time-averaged C-C bond lengths in the stretched chain at T =
20K for τ = 1.995 ps (blue) and τ = 99.75 ps (red). It is clear that the
soliton has a higher width for the larger value of τ . This is expected from
the axial motion of the centre of mass of the soliton.
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Figure 56: Time averaged soliton at T = 300K in the C-C bond lengths with
tf = 15 fs and τ = 1995 fs.
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Figure 57: Time-averaged C-C bond lengths in the stretched chain at T =
300K in the C-C-C bond angles with tf = 15 fs and τ = 1995 fs.
300K has a width of w ∼ 600 CH2 groups. The change of width seems to
suggest that the soliton width increases with temperature.
6.6 Behaviour of solitons
6.6.1 Moving time-average window
In order to view the the behaviour of the time-averaged soliton, the time-
average window must be moved forwards in time. The time-average window
was moved forwards in units of 5 fs, and since τ > 5 fs, two consecutive time-
average windows had a significant overlap. The python script that moved
the time-average window forwards was written by M. Khawaja.
The moving time-average window enabled videos to be produced, which
showed the behaviour of the soliton. These videos were produced for a va-
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riety of different temperatures, showing temperature-dependent interactions
between the soliton and the system.
6.6.2 Formation of time-averaged pi
2
twistons
The difference of the behaviour of the soliton that is predicted by the Sine-
Gordon equation and the time-averaged soliton becomes apparent as the
time-averaged soliton moves. The Sine-Gordon equation predicts that the
soliton should move without a change of form. This is not shown by the
results, which show that the soliton splits into two parts over time. Figure
58 shows the process of splitting in the C-C bond lengths as three connected
stages. It is clear that the structure of the soliton is in tact in the time-
average window [7.68, 9.66] ps. The structure of the soliton begins to split
in the time-average window [16.14, 18.12] ps. The complete split of the
structure of the soliton is seen in the time-average window [31.74, 33.72] ps.
Figures 59 and 60 shows the same process in the C-C-C bond angles and
the C-C-C-C dihedrals respectively. The C-C-C bond angles show a similar
splitting behaviour and the C-C-C-C dihedrals show the formation of two
’twists’ in the chain of opposite sign.
The final split components are observed to fully disassociate over longer
timescales that are on the order of 100 ps. The disassociated components
can be seen in the C-C bond lengths in Figure 61. The Figure shows a single
time average window approximately 100 ps after equilibration at 300K. The
soliton has split into what seems like roughly two equal parts. The initial
soliton was formed from double vacancy in a single molecular chain (2 CH2
groups) and therefore, if the two split parts are equal, then they are both
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[7.68, 9.66] ps
[16.14, 18.12] ps
[31.74, 33.72] ps
Time
Figure 58: How the original soliton splits. The structure is viewed using
time-averaged C-C bond lengths in the stretched chain at T = 300K.
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[7.68, 9.66] ps
[16.14, 18.12] ps
[31.74, 33.72] ps
Time
Figure 59: How the original soliton splits. The structure is viewed using
time-averaged C-C-C bond angles in the stretched chain at T = 300K.
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[31.74, 33.72] ps
Time
Figure 60: How twist components form in the molecular chains. The struc-
ture is viewed using time-averaged C-C-C-C dihedrals in the stretched chain
at T = 300K. The formation of the two twist components matches both the
time and the location of the formation of the split components of the original
soliton.
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Figure 61: Time-averaged C-C bond lengths in the stretched chain at T =
300K after 100 ps. The original soliton has split.
single vacancy (1 CH2 group) entities.
The torsional character of the single vacancy entities needed to be checked,
to show whether they are twistons. Figure 62 shows that the split compo-
nents of the original soliton have a torsional component. Moreover, the two
torsional components have opposite topological charge; that is, one defect
twists in one sense and the other defect twists in the opposite sense. This
means that the total topological charge in the system is conserved, as the
original soliton had a net topological charge of zero. The amplitude of the
two torsional components is at ±90◦. Therefore, the two defects are classified
as pi
2
twistons.
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6.6.3 Classical soliton and Sine-Gordon soliton
The simulations in this chapter may be described as equilibrium statistical
mechanics through thermostated and barostated Molecular Dynamics. This
means that the dissipative and stochastic modelling is not employed (which
would be implemented through the Maxwell and Rouse models respectively).
The soliton seen in Figure 58 may be described as a classical structure in
Brownian motion. It is formed by explicit intermolecular interactions be-
tween chains, modelled with the Lennard-Jones potential. The structure of
the soliton has two properties, the first being a translation of one monomer
length a and the second being a rotation of 0. The splitting of the structure
of the soliton can be described as follows:
1. Translation: a→ a
2
+ a
2
.
2. Rotation: 0→ pi
2
+−pi
2
.
This shows the translation and rotation components before and after split-
ting. It is clear that the translation and rotation components are both con-
served. This means that the definition of the soliton remains in tact even
though the structure of the soliton has split. The soliton may therefore be
regarded as a preserved entity. The way the soliton splits in the system has
two critical properties (i) it occurs within a molecular chain and (ii) it is
brought about by a statistical definition of temperature.
The continuum limit of the traditional30 Frenkel-Kontorova model is the
Sine-Gordon equation. The soliton of the Sine-Gordon equation is defined
30The distinction between traditional and modified is discussed after Equation 55.
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Figure 62: Time averaged C-C-C-C dihedrals in the stretched chain at T =
300K after 100 ps. There are two twists in the chain with opposite polarity.
These occupy the same positions as the two split solitons in Figure 61 but
are significantly narrower.
by a distribution with the precise mathematical form,
u =
2a
pi
arctan exp
(
2pi
a
√
V
2κ
x− x0
w
)
(55)
where a is the monomer length, w is the width of the soliton and κ and V
are parameters of the traditional Frenkel-Kontorova model. The traditional
Frenkel-Kontorova model is a linear chain the presence of a fixed periodic
potential. The modified Frenkel-Kontorova model relaxes the constraint of
the fixed periodic potential by introducing relative displacements between
two adjacent linear chains. The linear chains have displacements from equi-
librium u and v. The result of this is that the soliton in Equation 55 splits
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between two linear chains.
u =
a
pi
arctan exp
(
2pi
a
√
V
2κ
x− x0
w
)
(56)
v = −a
pi
arctan exp
(
2pi
a
√
V
2κ
x− x0
w
)
(57)
The total translation that is stored in the soliton in Equation 55 is conserved
after it has split between two linear chains, as can be seen in Equations 56
and 57.31 The way the soliton splits in the system has two critical properties
(i) it occurs between molecular chains and (ii) it is brought about relative
displacements.
The discussion above clarifies that the description of the soliton as a clas-
sical structure, and the description of the soliton as a displacement field that
satisfies the Sine-Gordon equation, both have the capacity to split. The two
descriptions also conserve translation and rotation. The statistical defini-
tion of temperature splits the classical soliton and the relative definition of
displacements splits the Sine-Gordon soliton. The classical soliton and the
Sine-Gordon soliton are therefore distinct in the way they split yet intrinsi-
cally connected through conservation.
6.6.4 Edge dislocations and dispirations
The soliton pair forms in the classical straight chain model as detailed in
chapter 5. The soliton pair forms in the Frenkel-Kontorova model by the
introduction of relative displacements. The soliton pair consists of a tensile
31The three equations are detailed in the UROP report of Hikmatyar Hasan.
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Figure 63: Extra half plane of atoms inserted into perfect crystal to form
an edge dislocation. There are two chains of atoms, one lying in the tensile
region of the crystal (green) and one lying in the compressive region of the
crystal (red). The two chains have tensile and compressive displacements.
This shows how a soliton pair may be related to an edge dislocation.
soliton on one chain and an equal and opposite compressive soliton on an
adjacent chain.
The edge dislocation is defined as an extra half-plane of atoms within
a crystal. The extra half-plane creates a tensile region in contact with a
compressive region. The line that lies normal to the extra-half plane may
be used to define two rows of atoms. This is shown in Figure 63. It is
clear that the spaces between atoms in the row lying in the tensile region
are larger than they would be in a perfect crystal, and the spaces between
atoms in the row lying in the compressive region are smaller than they would
be in a perfect crystal. This provides an analogy between the tensile and
compressive soliton pair, which are described by displacement distributions,
and the edge dislocation.
The term dispiration refers to a line defect with both translational and
rotational character. It is a combination of a dislocation (translation) and
a disinclination (rotation). The ±pi
2
twistons may therefore be analogous to
dispirations.
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6.6.5 Mechanism behind tensile response
The results from the previous two chapters may be used to suggest the mech-
anism behind the observed tensile response of the material. The previous two
chapters have focused on load transfer and distribution. Load transfer and
distribution must occur when the material is loaded in a tensile test. There-
fore, it is suggested that the way an external tensile load is transferred and
distributed amongst the molecular chains, is the mechanism behind the ob-
served tensile response of the material. The calculations have in this chapter
shown that the soliton can split under the influence of a statistical definition
of temperature. However, a calculation of the change in energy that arises
from this process is beyond the scope of the simulation. This is because the
system has many variables (large number of chains, temperature, changing
box size from NPT etc.) and it is difficult to isolate the splitting mechanism
from such a system.
The results in chapter 5 shows that the solitons have the ability to relax
force at the ends of molecular chains in the ideal state of the material. This
indicates the presence of a viscous response. The equal distribution of elastic
energy between two chains is the case where this viscous response would be
at a maximum. It is seen in chapter 5 that the increase of the applied stretch
results in the distribution of elastic energy between the two chains becoming
less equal and the displacements becoming more divergent (see Figures 34
and 35). This would result in a suppression of viscous response. It may
be that this is what is observed in cyclic deformation, since the relaxation
time of the system is greater than the time provided in cyclic deformation
experiments.
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The results of this chapter demonstrate that the soliton also has the
property of memory. This is because the overlap of successive time-average
windows connects the current state of the soliton to its past states. The
soliton reflects the changing system of the material.32 This means that the
memory of the soliton may reflect the memory of the material. It is observed
that the material of aligned polyethylene can recover its original strain before
waiting, showing that the material retains a memory of its original state.
Plastic deformation is brought about by the development of a hexagonal
phase in the material. The orthorhombic-hexagonal transformation and its
relation to the description of solitons given in this chapter is detailed in the
next chapter.
6.6.6 Energy and Entropy
The chain length was chosen to be significantly larger than the soliton width.
This is to provide the axial space that is required for the formation of a
soliton. The lengths of the periodic box were 4 × 4.46√3A˚ in the vertical
direction and 7 × 4.46A˚ in the horizontal direction. This is to ensure that
the cut-off of the Lennard-Jones potential, which is set to rc = 20A˚ > 3σ,
is less than half the box length in both the horizontal and vertical direction.
This is to enable the formation of the correct periodic structure in the plane
lying normal to the axial direction.
32The soliton may be defined as a classical structure in Brownian motion. This is a
description of the structure of the system. The width of the soliton includes information
on the stiffness of the molecular chains and the strength of the Lennard-Jones potential.
This is a description of the force field of the system. The splitting of the soliton may
reflect the minimisation of energy and the maximisation of entropy that is occurring in
the system (discussed in section 6.6.6). These reasons enable the suggestion to be made
that the soliton reflects the changing system of the material.
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The timescale tf deals with fluctuations perpendicular to the axial direc-
tion and is given by
tf ∝
√
m
kb
(58)
which is the standard relation of a harmonic oscillator. The width of the
soliton is given by
w ∝
√
kb

(59)
as shown in Chapter 5. The timescale tf is dependent on kb and independent
of . Equations 58 and 59 suggest that an increase in tf results in a decrease
in the width of the soliton.
The timescale τ deals with fluctuations parallel to the axial direction. The
increase of τ leads to an increase in the width of the soliton. The timescale is
independent of kb and therefore must be dependent on  (because the width
is dependent on both kb and .)
The analysis suggests that tf is a non-linear effect (serves to localise
the soliton) and τ is a dispersive effect (serves to spread the soliton). The
structure of the soliton is formed from simultaneous action of both effects.
There are two reasons that can be attributed to the splitting of the soliton.
The first reason is energetics and the second reason is entropy. It is quite
plausible that both reasons are valid.
The argument for energetics is as follows. The structure of the soliton
consists of two temporal components that are both related to energy. The
variable tf corresponds to kb which is related to energy via the integral of
Hooke’s Law. The variable τ corresponds to  which is related to energy via
the Lennard-Jones potential. It may be suggested that the splitting of the
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soliton is an action that reduces the energy of the system.
The splitting of the structure of the soliton serves to increase the mul-
tiplicity of states in the system. The soliton begins as a single state of
translation and splits into two states that consist of both translation and
rotation. The fundamental relation for the entropy of a system in statistical
equilibrium is:
S = kB ln Ω (60)
where Ω is the multiplicity of states. Therefore the entropy of a system
increases with the multiplicity of states. It may therefore be suggested that
the splitting of the soliton increases the entropy of the system.
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7 Re-evaluating transference across length-
and time-scales
The main result of the previous chapter was the dissociation of a single
time-averaged soliton into time-averaged ±pi
2
twistons. The aim of this chap-
ter is to understand possible origins of the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase
transition. This transition has been associated with the flow and fracture
properties of the material (Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991).
7.1 Potential energy barriers
The first part of this chapter goes back to the classical definition of a soliton
and a twiston. The classical definition of a soliton is that of a displacement
field u(x, t) which satisfies the Sine-Gordon equation. The classical definition
of the pi twiston is that of a structural defect, which consists of a translation
of one monomer length and a twist of 180◦. The soliton and the twiston
may be closely related in the classical regime. This is because the soliton-
like nature of the pi twiston has been examined using the framework of the
Sine-Gordon equation (Skinner and Park, 1984, Zhang, 1997)
The classical definition of the pi twiston originated from the study of
Mansfield and Boyd in 1978 (Mansfield and Boyd, 1978). Before the study
of Mansfield and Boyd, dielectric relaxation was studied in the context of
polar solutes dissolved in paraffin crystals (Meakins, 1959). It was originally
proposed that dielectric relaxation was caused by a rigid rotation of an entire
solute chain, accompanied by a translation of one CH2 unit. The combination
of rotation and translation brings the chain into a commensurate state with
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its neighbours. These two rigid operations are also consistent with the obser-
vation that the activation energy for short chain paraffins is proportional to
the chain length. However, it had been observed that the activation energy
diverges from proportionality for longer chain paraffins. This suggested that
there may also be internal twists in the molecular chain which accompany the
rigid rotation and translation. By accounting for internal twists a mechanism
known as the rotation-translation-twist (RT-T) mechanism was introduced
(Mansfield and Boyd, 1978).
Mansfield and Boyd proposed the rotation-translation-twist-tension (RT-
TT) mechanism as a mechanism for dielectric α relaxation (Mansfield and
Boyd, 1978). Instead of considering general rotations and translations, the
mechanism suggested that the rotations and translations are localised. The
rotation is localised in the torsional component over ∼ 12 CH2 groups and the
translation is localised over much a longer distance of ∼ 100-200 CH2 units
and is attenuated by elastic distortions in the molecular chain (Mansfield,
1980). This was the origin of the pi twiston.
The elastic distortions disappear with increasing distance from the centre
of the pi twiston. The advantage of the pi twiston is that it takes a more
flexible view of rotation and translation in a polyethylene chain. This is
because the rotation and translation are no longer kept rigid. However, it has
been noted that the potential energy barriers associated with rigid rotation
and translation are a useful qualitative tool for understanding the pi twiston
(Mansfield and Boyd, 1978).
The first part of the chapter (sections 8.4 and 8.5) examines the effect of
potential energy barriers on the rotation and translation of a single zigzag
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model chain in a periodic crystal field of zigzag model chains.
7.2 Simplified morphology
The morphology of aligned polyethylene was simplified. This was done to
give a meaning to the term chain end. The simplification of the morphology
of aligned polyethylene was done with the awareness that the morphology of
aligned polyethylene is in reality very complex. It is clear that the meaning
of the term chain end may change depending on the framework that is chosen
to study the material.
The literature states that it is improbable that a single chain will run
the entire length of an aligned polyethylene fibre (Hu and Schmidt-Rohr,
2000). The chains will therefore always coil up at some position in the fibre.
This motivates a simple view the molecular arrangements in a section of the
material (Figure 64). The molecular chains in the amorphous regions are
coiled and create distortions of the local crystalline order of the material.
The further assumption of treating the amorphous regions as voids was
made. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, it is difficult to analyse the
structure of an amorphous region because of the high level of disorder. Sec-
ondly, the high compliance of the amorphous regions relative to the crys-
talline regions suggests that it may be reasonable to treat the amorphous
regions as voids. The assumption33 leads to the diagram for the morphol-
ogy of aligned polyethylene shown in Figure 65. The crystalline regions are
represented as aligned molecular chains. These may be modelled using the
straight chain model or the zigzag chain model discussed in chapter 4. Since
33Along with local distortions due to the amorphous regions being neglected.
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Figure 64: Artists impression of aligned polyethylene at the molecular scale.
the amorphous regions are voids and no single chain runs the entire of the
sample, each straight chain is finite in length.
The result of Figure 65 is that the chain end is defined as a point de-
fect that exists at the end of a crystalline region and the beginning of an
amorphous regions. The crystalline and amorphous regions of the material
represent order and disorder, and therefore, chain ends exist at the bound-
aries of ordered and disordered regions in the simple morphological model.
This is a classical description of the term chain end, because it defines the
chain end as being at the end of a molecule.
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Figure 65: Simplified view of aligned polyethylene at the molecular level.
The crystalline regions are treated as straight bead-spring chains and the
amorphous regions are treated as voids.
7.3 Translations and rotations
7.3.1 Ground state
The ground state of the zigzag chain model was determined through a method
which started with an orthorhombic lattice of zigzag chains. Each chain
was infinite and the packing arrangement was infinite; this condition was
enforced using periodic boundary conditions. An NPT thermostat/barostat
was applied to allow the system to relax at a very low temperature T = 0.01K.
This enabled the system to move to a ground state configuration at constant
temperature and pressure.
Three distinct orthorhombic configurations were used for the simula-
tion. These were: configuration 1 (a= 4.81A˚, b = 7.16A˚), configuration
2 (a=4.46A˚, b = 7.72A˚) and configuration 3 (a = 4.46A˚, b = 6.32A˚). The
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exact values of the lattice parameters are not as important as the fact that
three distinct starting configurations were used. The configurations all used
a herringbone arrangement for the molecular chains.34 The result of applying
an NPT thermostat to each configuration is shown in Figures 66 and 67. It is
clear from the Figures that the three distinct configurations converge to the
same lattice parameters a and b over a relatively short time period of ∼ 3 ps.
The final ground state lattice parameters are a = 3.95A˚ and b = 7.87A˚. This
agrees reasonably well with the ground state lattice parameters obtained by
Zubova and Balabaev, who also used a zigzag chain model (Zubova and Bal-
abaev, 2001). The orientation of the planar zigzag of each chain is at 90◦ to
the a-axis of the orthorhombic unit cell. Thus, all planar zigzag backbones
are parallel in the ground state structure.
7.3.2 Potential energy barriers
The ground state obtained from the previous set of simulations defines the
configuration for the next set of simulations. The purpose of the next set
of simulations is to determine the potential energy barrier to chain trans-
lation and chain rotation that exists in the crystalline portions of aligned
polyethylene.
To characterise the potential energy barrier to chain translation, one chain
was translated from its original position whilst the rest of the crystal was kept
fixed. The Lennard-Jones interaction energy between the translated chain
and the fixed crystal was calculated at each translation. The purpose of
keeping the crystal fixed is to produce a background that is predicted by
34This is where the central chain in the orthorhombic unit cell is rotated relative to the
outer chain.
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Figure 66: Convergence of lattice parameter a for three distinct herringbone
configurations. Configuration 1 has.
Figure 67: Convergence of lattice parameter b for three distinct herringbone
configurations.
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Figure 68: Interaction energy per CH2 group as a function of the translation
of a single molecular chain in the presence of a fixed background crystal.
the Frenkel-Kontorova model. The polymer chains remain absolutely rigid
throughout the translation of a single chain. The translation is applied in the
set up of the system and the energy of the system is calculated subsequently.
Therefore, the simulation is actually a series of point energy calculations.
The result from the simulation is shown in Figure 68. The translation is
measured in units of the monomer length. It is clear that a translation of
d = 0.0 and d = 1.0 gives the lowest interaction energy of −0.135 eV per
CH2 group. This is because d = 0.0 represents the ground state and d = 1.0
represents a translation of the whole chain by the length of one monomer unit,
which brings the chain back into the ground state configuration.35 The case of
d = 0.5 provides the highest interaction energy of −0.128 eV per CH2 group.
35Periodic boundary conditions are applied and the chains are as a result infinite in
length.
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This occurs because the planar zigzag of the translated molecular chain enters
a staggered configuration relative to the other chains. The energy barrier
required to cross the staggered configuration and translate the whole chain
by the length of a monomer is −0.0073 eV per CH2 group. The periodicity
and symmetry of the energy profile suggests that the fixed background may
be represented as a simple Frenkel-Kontorova model.
To characterise the potential energy barrier to chain rotation, one chain
was rotated from its original position whilst the rest of the crystal was kept
fixed. The Lennard-Jones interaction energy between the rotated chain and
the fixed crystal was calculated at each rotation.
This set-up for the simulation of chain rotation is similar to that of chain
translation except for one difference; the starting configuration is taken to be
one in which one chain is at φ = 0◦ to the a-axis, and the other chains are at
φ = 90◦ to the a-axis. This is different to the ground state of the zigzag chain
model in which all the chains are at φ = 90◦ to the a-axis. The chain that
is at φ = 0◦ to the a-axis is rotated anticlockwise (about the a-axis in the
direction of increasing φ) and the Lennard-Jones interaction energy between
the rotated chain and the rest of the crystal is calculated at each rotation.
The result of the simulation is shown in Figure 69. The ground state of
zigzag chains is achieved when φ = 90◦ which is expected. The minimum
interaction energy at φ = 90◦ is −0.135 eV per CH2 group. The maximum
interaction energy occurs at φ = 0◦ and φ = 180◦ with a value of −0.112 eV
per CH2 group.
The graph shows two wells of unequal depth; these occur at φ = 90◦ and
φ = 270◦. The depth of the well at φ = 90◦ is 0.022 eV per CH2 group and
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the depth of the well at φ = 270◦ is 0.015 eV per CH2 group. These well-
depths represent potential energy barriers to the rotation of a molecule. The
potential energy barriers to the rotation of a molecule are larger than the
potential energy barrier to the translation of a molecule, which is −0.0073
eV per CH2 group. This means that it is more difficult to rotate a single
chain from the ground state by 180◦, than it is to translate a single chain
from the ground state by half a monomer length, even though the end result
of both operations is identical.
The difference in the potential energy barriers to the translation and
rotation of chain may have implications for the formation pi twistons. In
particular, it is known that the width of the translational component of
the pi twiston (∼ 100-200 CH2 units) is much larger than the width of the
torsional component (∼ 14 CH2 units) (Mansfield, 1980). The lower barrier
to chain translation may be the cause of the larger width of the translational
component, as compared to the torsional component.
The operations of translating a single chain by half a monomer length and
rotating a chain by 180◦ is equivalent by symmetry. This is verified in Figure
70. The Figure shows what happens if the molecule that is to be rotated is
first translated by half a monomer length and then rotated. It is clear that
the graph in Figure 70 is the same as the graph in Figure 69 except that it
is reflected about φ = 180◦. This is expected from the symmetry.
The periodicity of the energy profile suggests that it may be represented
as a Frenkel-Kontorova model. The Frenkel-Kontorova model would need to
be modified to account for the asymmetry in the profile, which is shown by
the two well-depths of distinct magnitude.
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Figure 69: Interaction energy per CH2 group as a function of the rotation of
a single molecular chain in the presence of a fixed background crystal.
7.4 Temperature dependence of the ground state
The analysis so far has shown that an orthorhombic configuration with a =
3.95A˚ and b = 7.87A˚ is preferred by the molecular chains. The hexagonal
configuration is defined when b = a
√
3 and there is no distinction between
the molecular chains (in terms of translation and rotation). It is known
that the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition occurs at 152◦C in aligned
polyethylene. The tendency for the system to move towards a hexagonal
phase with increasing temperature can be investigated by examining the
temperature dependence of the lattice parameters a and b. If the ratio b
a
tends towards that in a hexagonal lattice; that is b
a
→ √3 ∼ 1.73, then
it can be shown that the system moves closer towards a hexagonal phase.
The lattice parameters a and b are controlled independently by using the
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Figure 70: Single chain is first translated by half a monomer length. Then
subsequently the interaction energy per CH2 group is plotted as a function of
the rotation of a single molecular chain in the presence of a fixed background
crystal. This produces the plot shown. Note that the curve is identical to
Figure 69 except reflected about φ = 180◦
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Pxx, Pyy, and Pzz components of the stress tensor as the driving forces, and
the specified scalar external pressure. The specified scalar external pressure
is set to 0.0 bar so that the system can simply relax to its equilibrium crystal
structure under the influence of Lennard-Jones forces.
The simulations used to investigate this phenomena required equilibration
at different temperatures. The lattice would be equilibrated at a particular
temperature, the values of a and b would be calculated, and the process
would be repeated for different temperatures. The use of infinite chains and
infinite packing in the lattice (using periodic boundary conditions) meant
that the melting behaviour of aligned polyethylene could not be captured.
This is because melting is a complex process that involves chain slip and
structural re-arrangement. The inclusion of free surfaces may be one method
of capturing such phenomena. This is because free surfaces provide the space
for movement. The simple periodic crystal structure employed in this study
represents a section of the material that is in bulk. This means that it is
difficult for whole chains or sections of chains to move. There is however
also the issue that the presence of free surfaces opens the structure making
a systematic study challenging. The next section shows how a geometric
constraint can be used in place of a free surface, to enable the rigid translation
and rotation of molecular chains within a bounded structure.
The limitation of the current methods with regards to temperature means
that the melting regime is beyond scope. Therefore, the maximum temper-
ature at which the lattice was equilibrated needed to be kept well below the
melting temperature of the material. The phenomenon of melting is linked
to the development of a hexagonal phase at approximately 425K (from ex-
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Figure 71: Lattice parameter b as a function of temperature.
periment) (Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991). The maximum temperature
which the simulations could access was set to T = 300K, which is less than
425K.
The variation of the lattice parameter b with temperature is shown in Fig-
ure 71. It is clear that there is a non-linear variation with temperature. The
value of b initially increases but at T ∼ 150K the value starts to decrease.
This means that the thermal expansion coefficient is initially positive but
becomes negative for T > 150K. This means that T = 150K may represent
a critical point at which there is a change in the molecular arrangement in
the material. The result is unexpected as other studies in the literature (ex-
perimental and simulation) suggest a positive thermal expansion coefficient
for b for a wide range of temperatures (Swan, 1962, Tashiro, 2000).
The variation of the lattice parameter a is shown with temperature in
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Figure 72: Lattice parameter a as a function of temperature.
a/
b
Figure 73: Ratio b/a as a function of temperature.
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Figure 72. It is clear that there is a linear variation of the lattice parameter
with temperature. The linear thermal expansion for the lattice parameter
is calculated to be 1.77×10−4K−1. The ratio b
a
is shown as a function of
temperature in Figure 73. It is clear that the variation is mostly linear and
decreasing with temperature, with small deviation from linear behaviour as
T → 300K. The value of the ratio changes from 1.99 → 1.85 as T changes
from 0→ 300K. This suggests that the ratio is tending towards the value it
would take in hexagonal packing, which is b
a
= 1.73.
The result in Figure 73 is inconclusive because the ratio b
a
of the hexag-
onal phase is not reached. This cannot be compensated by increasing the
temperature further than T = 300K, because this would lead to the simu-
lation running into a melting regime, which the simulation cannot capture
due to its closed periodic structure. The hexagonal phase is not only de-
fined by the correct value of b
a
but also by the rotation and translation of
the molecular chains. The rotations and translations of the chains are dif-
ficult to view, because temperature introduces variations into the rotations
and translations of the chains (e.g. there is a high variation in the tor-
sion angles of each chain). These results suggest difficulties in studying the
orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition using potential energy barriers on
their own.
The orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition is defined by the relative
translations and rotations of molecular chains and geometry (molecular pack-
ing). Averaging over the configuration may lead to a better understanding of
the relative translations and rotations of chains with respect to each other.
This is because the variations in the translation and rotation within each
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chain may be averaged at a given temperature, from which relative transla-
tions and rotations between chains can be calculated. However, the same is
not true for the geometry. This is because the results in Figure 73 is obtained
from a system where the Nose-Hoover thermostat/barostat is already in equi-
librium; the ratio b/a or the relative positions of the chains are a constant in
such a system.
7.5 Spontaneous symmetry breaking
The Lennard-Jones potential is shown below.
E = 
[(
σ
rm
)12
− 2
(
σ
rm
)6]
(61)
This section uses the Frenkel-Kontorova model to show that the force due to
the left-hand term on its own leads to a relative translation of 1
2
monomer
length between an adjacent pair of chains and the force due to the right-hand
term on its own leads to a relative translation of 0 between an adjacent pair of
chains. The relative translation of 1
2
monomer length corresponds to an anti-
symmetric state and the relative translation of 0 corresponds to an symmetric
state. The symmetric state in turn corresponds to hexagonal symmetry and
the antisymmetric state corresponds to orthorhombic symmetry.
The relative strength of the two terms in the Lennard-Jones potential
determines the choice of phase of the material. The case of a specific ge-
ometric construction is examined, in which pairs of adjacent chains can be
in the orthorhombic phase or hexagonal phase, without any preference for
either phase. The system experiences a fluctuation that changes the local
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structure of the system from orthorhombic to hexagonal and vice versa. The
translational and rotational modes by which these changes occur are mapped
onto a γ surface. It is found that there is one mode that correspond to the
±pi
2
twistons from the previous chapter and two other modes of translation
that currently do not correspond to any known defect. There is variation in
the energy landscape between these three modes.
7.5.1 Relative translation
The starting point of this investigation is the straight chain model. Two ad-
jacent molecular chains represented with the straight chain model are shown
in Figure 74. The value ∆ represents the translational mismatch between
the two chains. The Lennard-Jones potential for a molecular chain may be
expanded as a Fourier Series due to the periodicity of a molecular chain.
This leads to an expression that is equivalent to the fixed periodic potential
of the Frenkel-Kontorova model. The full calculation is detailed in the ap-
pendix. The calculation shows that the repulsive term in the Lennard-Jones
potential favours ∆ = a
2
and the attractive term in the Lennard-Jones po-
tential favours ∆ = 0. The total Lennard-Jones force may be expressed in
its Fourier Series representation:
FLJ(∆) = Frep(∆) + Fatt(∆)
=
pi
a
(A1 + A2) sin
(
2pi∆
a
) (62)
where A1 < 0 and A2 > 0 are constants associated with the repulsive and
attractive terms of the Lennard-Jones potential respectively, and sin
(
2pi∆
a
)
is
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Figure 74: Two equal length parallel molecular chains separated by per-
pendicular distance ρ. The variable ∆ is the translational mismatch of the
molecular chains.
the periodic potential of the Frenkel-Kontorova model. If A1 + A2 < 0 then
the repulsive force dominates and ∆ = a
2
is favoured. If A1 + A2 > 0 then
the attractive force dominates and ∆ = 0 is favoured.
The case of an orthorhombic unit cell with sides a = ρ and b = ρ
√
3 is
shown in Figure 75a. The orthorhombic symmetry of the cell arises from the
fact that there is a translational mismatch of ∆ = a
2
between the molecular
chains. This means that the repulsive term of the Lennard-Jones potential
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is responsible for orthorhombic symmetry.
The case of a hexagonal unit cell with sides ρ is shown in Figure 75b.
It is clear that there is one molecular chain per unit cell. The unit cell is
only possible if a pair of molecular chains has a translational mismatch of
∆ = 0. This means that the attractive part of the Lennard-Jones potential
is responsible for hexagonal symmetry.
7.5.2 Geometric construction
The discussion on melting showed that there is the need to develop a method
in which molecular chains can experience rigid translation and rotation within
a bounded structure. The geometric construction that is discussed in this
section is a first step in the development of this method. The geometric con-
struction is as follows. The molecular chains modelled by the straight chain
model are nested in sites that are defined by the geometry of a hexagonal
lattice. The geometry is shown in Figure 76. There are pairs of chains that
are separated by perpendicular distance ρ and experience a relative trans-
lation of a
2
with respect to each other (represented by circle and triangle).
There are other pairs of chains that are separated by perpendicular distance
ρ and experience a relative translation of 0 with respect to each other (either
represented by a pair of circles or a pair of triangles).
The geometry of the hexagonal lattice ensures that it is not possible for
all pairs of chains to experience a relative translation of a
2
. This prevents
the symmetry of the system from becoming completely orthorhombic. The
repulsive term of the Lennard-Jones potential ensures that it is not possible
for all pairs of chains to experience a relative translation of 0. This prevents
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the symmetry of the system from becoming completely hexagonal.
The geometry of the hexagonal lattice and the repulsive term of the
Lennard-Jones potential set up a fluctuation. This may be seen by close
inspection of Figure 76. Some pairs of chains with a relative translation of
0 will attempt to translate relative to each other, thereby breaking hexag-
onal symmetry. This action would be caused by the repulsive term of the
Lennard-Jones potential. Other pairs of chains with a relative translation of
a
2
may be brought back into alignment. This action would be caused by the
geometry of the hexagonal lattice.
The nesting of molecular chains at sites defined by the geometry of a
hexagonal lattice is an intrinsically frustrated state, because all pairs of
molecular chains are attempting to translate by a
2
relative to each other.
This may have potential extensions to liquid crystals, which also experience
frustration.
7.5.3 Rotation
The zigzag chain model includes the translational degree of freedom that
exists in the straight chain model, as well as a rotational degree of freedom.
The zigzag chain model can therefore be used to illustrate the effect of a
rotational mismatch between chains on orthorhombic and hexagonal symme-
try. For the purposes of these illustrations it will be assumed in the diagrams
that there is no translational mismatch between chains. The first diagram is
Figure 77a. The figure shows the case where the chain at the centre of each
unit cell subtends an angle that is 90◦ out of phase as compared to the chain
at the corner of the unit cell. This case represents orthorhombic symmetry.
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(a) (b)
Axis of molecular 
chain in unit cell
Figure 75: (a) Bottom left: The unit cell that defines orthorhombic sym-
metry. There are two molecular chains that are positioned at the corner
and the centre of the unit cell respectively. The orthorhombic symmetry is
valid if the two adjacent chains are of different species. This is indicated by
marking the chain at the corner with a circle and the chain at the centre
with a triangle. Top left: Two adjacent chains are of different species in
the straight chain model if there is a translational mismatch of a
2
between
them. Bottom right: The unit cell that defines hexagonal symmetry. There
is one molecular chain that is positioned at the corner of the unit cell. The
hexagonal symmetry is valid if two adjacent chains are of the same species.
Top right: Two adjacent chains are of the same species in the straight chain
model if there is a translational mismatch of 0 between them.
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Figure 76: Lattice of chains. Each chain is modelled with the straight chain
model. The chains stagger making them anti-aligned (shown by circles and
triangles). It is not possible for all pairs of chains separated by distance ρ
to be staggered relative to each other. Some are aligned (a pair of circles
or a pair of triangles separated by ρ). As a result the system experiences
frustration.
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Figure 78 shows the case where adjacent chains subtend the same angle with
the horizontal. This case represents hexagonal symmetry.
7.5.4 Γ surface
In this section the interaction energy between a single chain and all other
chains (represented by the zigzag chain model) within the geometry of the
hexagonal lattice is mapped as a function of both the translation and rotation
of the single chain. The rest of the crystal is kept fixed. The purpose of the
mapping is to show the variation in the energy landscape with respect to
both the translation and rotation of a single chain. This may provide further
insight into how symmetry is broken and restored in the geometry of the
hexagonal lattice.
The variation in the energy landscape with respect to translation and
rotation (the energy landscape) is shown in Figure 79. The vertical axis
shows the translation and the horizontal axis shows the rotation. The legend
on the right hand side shows the value of the energy in eV. It is clear from the
colours in the figure and their corresponding values on the legend that there
are variations in the energy. The colour shows that the straight line that
corresponds to a relative rotation of φ = 0◦ lies within a single yellow (high
energy) region that bulges outwards towards higher values of translation t.
There is a region of maximum energy at t = 1/2 monomer length. This
maximum energy is not attained anywhere else along the line φ = 0◦. The
region may therefore be described as singular.
The straight line corresponding to a relative rotation value of φ = 90◦ lies
within a purple (low energy) region that is bow shaped and bulges outward
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(a) (b)
Axis of molecular 
chain
Figure 77: (a) Bottom left: The unit cell that defines orthorhombic symme-
try. There are two molecular chains positioned at the corner and the centre
of the unit cell respectively. The orthorhombic symmetry is valid if the two
adjacent chains are of different species. This is indicated by marking the
chain at the corner with a circle and the chain at the centre with a triangle.
Top left: The molecular chains are modelled with the zigzag chain model.
The planar zigzag backbone of the chains is represented as a black line that
makes angles (φ1, φ2) to the horizontal. Two adjacent chains are of different
species in the zigzag chain model if there is a rotational mismatch of 90◦
between them (it is assumed there is no translational mismatch between the
chains). Bottom right: The unit cell that defines hexagonal symmetry. There
is one molecular chain that is positioned at the corner of the unit cell. The
hexagonal symmetry is valid if two adjacent chains are of the same species.
Top right: Two adjacent chains are of the same species in the zigzag chain
model if there is rotational mismatch of 0 between them.
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Planar zigzag backbone of polyethylene chain
Figure 78: Lattice of chains with hexagonal geometry. Each chain is mod-
elled with the zigzag chain model. The translation and rotation of a single
molecular chain in this lattice, and the calculation of the interaction energy
as a function of these operations, provides the means to plot a γ surface (see
Figure 79).
Figure 79: Interaction energy surface of single chain with fixed periodic crys-
tal as a function of both rigid chain rotation and chain translation. The
interaction energy is calculated in units of eV per monomer.
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towards higher values of translation t. The point φ = 90◦ and t = 1/2
monomer length lies in a small region of minimum energy in the system.
This minimum energy is not attained anywhere else along the line φ = 90◦.
The region may therefore be described as singular.
The straight line corresponding to a relative rotation of φ = 180◦ lies
within a yellow (high energy) region that has two bulges and experiences
narrowing at t = 1/2 monomer length. There are two regions of maximum
energy lying at t = 0 monomer length and t = 1 monomer length. This
particular yellow region may therefore be described as dual. The point φ =
90◦ and t = 1/2 monomer length is close to a minimum point in the system.
These values of relative rotation and translation match the ±pi/2 twiston
discussed in the last chapter.
The straight line corresponding to a relative rotation value of φ = 270◦ lies
within a purple (low energy) region that is bow shaped and bulges inwards
towards lower values of translation t. There are two regions of minimum
energy lying at t = 0 monomer length and t = 1 monomer length. This
particular purple region may therefore be described as dual. The values
of relative rotation and translation that correspond to the dual set of points
does not match the absolute values of rotation and translation of a particular
known defect.
The straight line corresponding to a relative rotation value of φ = 360◦
lies within a single yellow (high energy) region that bulges inwards towards
lower values of translation t. There is a region of maximum energy at t = 1/2
monomer length. The region may therefore be described as singular.
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8 Discussion
8.1 Theoretical limitations
The phenomena of load distribution in aligned polyethylene has been studied
using classical molecular models. There are studies that use classical molec-
ular models to focus on the formation of solitons and twistons in molecular
chains. The studies implicitly investigate load because the soliton and the
twiston store elastic energy. The studies of solitons and twistons show a
wide variation in the formation of these defects and indicate motion. This
suggests many possibilities in the way load is distributed within a particular
molecular chain. The studies also focus on the ends of molecular chains; it is
stated that twistons may form at the ends of molecular chains and that the
ends of molecular chains attract twistons.
There is another group of studies that uses classical molecular models
to focus on external conditions such as temperature and strain rate, instead
of directly focusing on solitons. The studies describe the dependence of
the distribution of load on temperature, strain rate and the density of the
ends of molecular chains. The studies generate stress-strain curves for varied
configurations of molecular chains and varied external conditions.
There is a third group of studies that uses an approach distinct from that
of the classical molecular models. The studies are focused on the empirically
observed viscoelastic behaviour of the material instead of the molecular struc-
ture of its constituents. The studies often parametrise the Maxwell model
to produce the observed mechanical response of the material. The Maxwell
model is a dual model that consists of time-dependent and time-independent
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components. The model can produce profiles of viscoelastic behaviour for a
range of temperatures and strain rates.
The limitation of the classical molecular models is that they are unable to
capture the realistic behaviour of aligned polyethylene. The reason for this
is that the classical molecular models are one dimensional. The limitation
of empirical models such as the Maxwell model is that they are unable to
identify the formation of defects from the ends of molecular chains. The
model may be able to identify components that contribute most significantly
to the behaviour of the material, but it is unable to determine the origin of
that component at a molecular level.
This study examines the transfer and distribution of load in aligned
polyethylene. The empirical framework of the Lennard-Jones potential pro-
vided both the depth and the breadth to bring together the classical molec-
ular models. This results in an algorithm that can examine the transfer and
distribution of load in a realistic classical representation of aligned polyethy-
lene. The algorithm is able to unpack the behaviour of a soliton formed
within it. The polarisation of the soliton into ±pi
2
twistons becomes apparent
once the timescale is fine-grained.
The orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition that occurs at 152◦C is
a shift that brings marked changes in the behaviour of aligned polyethy-
lene (Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991). It was found that the potential
energy barriers associated with classical molecular models were not suffi-
cient to explain the origin of the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition.
The Maxwell model is perhaps also limited in explaining the origin of the
orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition because it can only deal with linear
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viscoelasticity, which occurs at T < 90◦ (Gordeyev and Ward, 1999). The
method that is proposed in chapter 7 overcomes some of these limitations by
using the empirical framework of the Lennard-Jones potential to show vari-
ations between the symmetric and antisymmetric states of the system. This
leads to a flux of spontaneous symmetry breaking and restoration, potentially
explaining the origin of the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition.
8.2 Aligned polyethylene
The material of aligned polyethylene is an ideal material for study. The
molecules of polyethylene can be represented with classical molecular mod-
els which are accessible to simulation and analytic study. The material
as a whole is very complex with a rich array of components. Samples of
aligned polyethylene have been shown to contain orthorhombic and mon-
oclinic crystallites, mobile amorphous regions, highly mobile segments and
interfaces/tie molecules. The particular material morphology in a sample
of aligned polyethylene is dependent on the manufacturing process that is
chosen to produce the material.
The already complex morphology of the material undergoes further changes
when deformation is applied and/or when the temperature is raised. An ex-
ample of a deformation/temperature-dependent phenomenon is the orthorhombic-
hexagonal phase transformation. This phenomenon has been linked to plas-
ticity and flow properties in the material (Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991).
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8.3 Load distribution in molecular chains
8.3.1 Frenkel-Kontorova model
The first type of classical molecular model used to study load and the effect of
chain ends is the Frenkel-Kontorova model. The Frenkel-Kontorova was the
first model that explained the classical dynamics of a dislocation core on an
atomistic length scale (Braun and Kivshar, 2004). The atomistic length scale
is usually the domain of the model, because the periodic potential associated
with the model often arises from a collection of substrate atoms or a crystal
background.
The united-atom model or zigzag chain model, which as discussed in
chapter 4, is a variant of the Frenkel-Kontorova model. The model is often
used to study load transfer due to solitons and twistons. The methods used
broadly follow a similar pattern; a soliton or twiston solution is first calcu-
lated analytically and then introduced into a molecular chain. The solitons
and twistons are often classified as defects in the literature. The dynamics
of the defects and their relationship with ends of molecular chains can be
examined using numerical methods. These methods have shown the profile
of the defects at different points in time. This information can be used to
describe the distribution of load that is stored in the molecular chains. The
studies have also described the ends of molecular chains as sources of defects
(Zhang, 1997).
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8.3.2 Rouse model
The second type of classical molecular model is considered by Termonia et. al
(Termonia and Smith, 1987, Termonia, Meakin and Smith, 1986). The model
has similarities to the Rouse model, which was discussed in chapter 4. This
is because it combines several monomer units in a particular section of a
polyethylene chain into a single agglomerated unit. The internal bonds in
the molecular are denoted primary bonds and the bonds between molecular
chains are denoted secondary bonds.
The primary bonds in a collection of chains are broken at points using
an Arrhenius relationship. This introduces ends in the molecular chains.
The combination of molecular chains, primary and secondary bonds, and
breaks in the chains may be described as a representation of the morphol-
ogy of aligned polyethylene. The simulations that are conducted on this
representation show that the breaking of secondary bonds during a stress-
strain calculation results in a distribution of load throughout the material
(Termonia and Smith, 1987).
The main result of the simulations are stress-strain curves that are ob-
tained as a function of strain rate and temperature. The number of primary
and secondary bonds broken during elongation of the sample is used to de-
termine the regime of behaviour of the sample. For example, it is found that
brittle fracture occurs at T < 20◦C because the broken bonds are mainly
primary in nature. This changes in the range 20◦C< T < 60◦C, where the
increase of broken secondary bonds and the decrease of broken primary bonds
suggests creep-like behaviour (Termonia, Meakin and Smith, 1986).
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8.3.3 Maxwell model
The Maxwell model is often empirically fitted to the observed mechanical re-
sponse of the material. For example the Maxwell model has been discussed
in the context of the stress relaxation response of the material (Leblans, Bas-
tiaansen, and Govaert, 1989, Van der Werff and Pennings, 1991). Generally
speaking, the modelling of recovery in real materials requires a broadening
of the simple Maxwell model and Voigt models to generalised models with
a spectrum of relaxation times (Fancey, 2005). The key phenomenon that
Generalised Maxwell models attempt to reproduce is linear viscoelasticity
and the framework that the models are based on is the Boltzmann super-
position principle. The Boltzmann superposition principle is a mathemati-
cal treatment of the behaviour of viscoelastic materials under small strains
(Markovitz, 1977).
8.4 Chain ends in aligned polyethylene
8.4.1 Frenkel-Kontorova model
The all-atom model (variant of the Frenkel-Kontorova model) is used to carry
out simulations of the interaction between twistons and the ends of molecular
chains. It is found qualitatively that the ends of molecular chains provide
an attractive force to the pi twiston, because when the twiston is close to a
chain end it will accelerate and then become trapped (Zhang, 1997). It is
also suggested that the ends of molecular chains are the formation sites of pi
twistons.
The higher width of the twiston in the translational component as com-
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pared to the torsional component has been highlighted (Mansfield and Boyd,
1978) (Zhang, 1997). This suggests that the conformational energy of the
twiston will depend strongly on factors such as the thickness of the crystal
and the length of chains. The length of chains is defined by the distance
between the two chain ends.
The motion of a twiston from one chain end to another results in the
rigid translation of the molecular chain by half a monomer length and the
rigid rotation of the chain by 180◦. The barriers associated with rigid trans-
lation and rotation of a single chain in a fixed periodic crystal have been
characterised by Zhang (Zhang, 1997),
U(ψ, φ) = −B2 cos 2ψ −B4 cos 4ψ +B1 cosψ cos piu
c
(63)
where U is the energy B1 = 1.2, B2 = 0.32, B4 = 1.48kJmol
−1 and ψ is the
rotation angle and u is the translation. The classical pi twiston therefore
brings together the concept of a molecular chain end and barriers to rigid
rotation and translation.
The study of pi twistons originated from studies of dielectric relaxation of
polar solutes that dissolve in paraffin crystals. It was originally proposed that
dielectric relaxation was caused by a combination of the rigid rotation and
translation of an entire solute chain. The argument of symmetry suggested
the magnitude of rotation to be 180◦ and the magnitude of translation to
be one CH2 unit. The two rigid operations were found to be consistent
with the observation that the activation energy for short chain paraffins is
proportional to the chain length. However, the rigid nature of the rotation
and translation were not consistent with the activation energies of longer
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chains, which diverged from proportionality. This led to the idea that the
rotations and translations need to be localised, and thus the pi twiston was
proposed (Mansfield and Boyd, 1978).
8.4.2 Rouse model
The end-to-end distance of a Rouse model chain is often a quantity of in-
terest. This is defined as the shortest path between the two ends of the
molecular chain. The end-to-end distance is usually distributed as a Gaus-
sian for short chains in the absence of excluded volume interactions. The
addition of excluded volume interactions and an increased length of chains
results in departure from the Gaussian distribution.
The application of Langevin dynamics to the Rouse model results in
Rouse behaviour for the diffusion constant D and viscosity η of a polymer
melt. Rouse behaviour is an accurate description of the long-time behaviour
of short molecular chains. If the number of submolecules in each chain is
smaller than a critical length, known as the entanglement length Ne, then
Rouse behaviour predicts the relationships D ∝ N−1 and η ∝ N . These
relationships are confirmed by experiment (Kremer and Grest, 1990). It may
be the absence of topological constraints for short chains in a melt, that leads
to the success of the Rouse model for short chains.
The predictions of the Rouse model for D and η as a function of N diverge
from experiment when the number of submolecules in the chain is larger than
the entanglement length i.e. N > Ne. This is because the relations obtained
by experiment change to D ∝ N−2 and η ∝ N3.4. These relations are usually
accounted for by the more advanced reptation model of S. F. Edwards and
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P. de Gennes (Kremer, Grest and Carmesin, 1988).
8.5 Overview of results
8.5.1 Classical structure
The system that is described in Chapter 5 is a single component classical
system. This is because it consists of a classical structure only. The classical
structure is a linear chain of beads connected by harmonic springs, derived
from a mapping of the united-atom model. The Lennard-Jones potential is
applied to model the pairwise interactions between monomer units on two
separate chains and a disregistry is introduced between the two chains. This
combination is able to show simple results. The first result indicates that the
transfer and distribution of load may occur between two adjacent molecular
chains. This can be inferred from the dependence of the elastic energy stored
in both chains on the disregistry between the chains. The second result shows
that solitons are generated from chain ends. The generation of successive
solitons in this way leads to a drop in the restoring force at chain ends.
The formation of solitons in molecular chains, particularly the dependence
of the soliton width on the parameters of the straight chain model, provides
connection with the Frenkel-Kontorova model. The Frenkel-Kontorova model
is limited in showing the generation of solitons from chain ends and the effect
of this on the restoring force at chain ends (Hammad et. al., 2015). This
limitation is in part addressed by the simulations detailed in chapter 5.
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8.5.2 Classical structure in Brownian motion
The system that is described in chapter 6 is a classical structure in Brownian
motion. The classical structure is represented with the united-atom model
of a molecular chain and the statistical structure is represented with a tem-
perature bath. The system may be described as a two-component classical
representation of aligned polyethylene. The system is distinct, but also in-
clusive of the single-component classical system that consists of molecular
chains only, examined in Chapter 5.
The formation of a soliton in a classical structure is included in the two-
component classical system. The soliton is formed from a Lennard-Jones
potential and a disregistry between a single united-atom model chain and its
neighbours. The inclusion of this soliton into the thermal bath is made visible
by coarse-graining the temporal structure of the system using two distinct
timescales. This is able to show variations in the formation of the soliton
with temperature. The subsequent fine-graining of the temporal structure
results in the behaviour of the soliton becoming visible and its polarisation
into ±pi
2
twistons.
The visibility of soliton-like defects in molecular chains under conditions
of temperature has been difficult to show. This limitation is in part addressed
by the simulations detailed in chapter 6, because it has been shown how the
temporal structure of the system can be coarse-grained and fine-grained, in
order to show the variation of soliton formation under temperature and its
polarisation into ±pi
2
twistons.
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8.5.3 Geometric construction
The geometric construction described in Chapter 6 is a lattice of hexagonal
geometry into which classical molecular structures are nested. The structure
of the Lennard-Jones potential is able to show that a pair of chains may
perform one of two operations. The pair of chains can either choose to break
the symmetry of the system (spontaneous symmetry breaking) or restore the
symmetry of the system (spontaneous symmetry restoration). The two op-
erations are equal and opposite. They are defined in terms of the relative
translation and the relative rotation between each pair of chains. The geo-
metric construction does not give specific preference to one operation or the
other. Therefore the equal likelihood of both operations is ensured and the
symmetry of the overall system conserved. The system may be described
as a two-component symmetry representation of aligned polyethylene. This
includes an explicit definition of classical structure through molecular chains
and an implicit definition of temperature through the geometry of a hexag-
onal lattice. The system is distinct, but also inclusive of the two-component
classical representation of aligned polyethylene.
The geometric construction represents the critical point at which the
orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition takes place. The orthorhombic-
hexagonal phase transition represents the transition point between crystal
behaviour and fluid behaviour in aligned polyethylene. The main result of
the study is the γ surface that represents a mapping of the energy of the
system with respect to the operations of translation and rotation of a single
chain. The γ surface shows three distinct points at which the energy of the
system is minimised. There is a single point at a relative rotation of φ = 90◦
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and a relative translation t = a
2
. There is a correspondence between this
single point and the pi
2
twiston. Therefore, the ±pi
2
twistons are responsible
for spontaneous symmetry breaking and spontaneous symmetry restoration
at one point in the system.
There are two other points in the system where the energy of the system
is minimised. These two points occur at the same relative rotation (φ =
270◦) and distinct relative translations (t = 0, t = a). This is an interesting
addition to the single point described in the previous paragraph, because it
shows that there is a duality in the system of aligned polyethylene in addition
to linearity (which corresponds to the ±pi
2
twistons).
8.6 Future work
8.6.1 Research, Policy and Practice
I have made an initial attempt to bring together the classical description of
molecular structure, the statistical description of an ensemble and the sym-
metry properties of phase in aligned polyethylene. The descriptions each have
their own strengths and limitations. In bringing the descriptions together, I
was able to build on the strengths of each description and reduce limitations.
This enabled the capture of the behaviour of the soliton within the symmetric
and antisymmetric aligned polyethylene system. The Lennard-Jones poten-
tial provided the depth and breadth that enabled these distinct descriptions
to be brought together.
The methods applied in chapter 5, 6 and 7 form three distinct yet con-
nected algorithms. The first algorithm (chapter 5) enables the formation of a
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soliton in a classical structure, in order to minimise the energy of the system.
The second algorithm (chapter 6) includes the classical formation of a soliton
into a statistical structure, in order to examine the behaviour of the soliton.
The third algorithm (chapter 7) includes the behaviour of the soliton within
a geometric construction consisting of hexagonal sites. Each algorithm is
inclusive of and more extensive than the previous. The connected applica-
tion of the three algorithms may provide simpler, faster and more economical
methods to identify minimum energy states and to show how the minimum
energy states can be attained.
The methods elucidate potential connections between aligned polyethy-
lene and other materials. The first algorithm (chapter 5) broadly describes
the behaviour of aligned polyethylene by treating the material as a set of
classical linear chains. This is able to show simple variations in the collective
formation of solitons, as well as showing the generation of solitons from chain
ends. The second algorithm (chapter 6) describes the behaviour of aligned
polyethylene in a more specific way by treating it as a set of classical linear
chains within a statistical structure that provides an explicit definition of
temperature. This is able to show variations in the formation of a soliton
under different conditions of temperature and the polarisation of the soliton
into ±pi
2
twistons. The third algorithm (chapter 7) describes the behaviour of
aligned polyethylene in an even more specific way by treating the material as
existing at a critical point of the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition.
This is able to show variations in the energy as a single chain is both rotated
and translated at the same time, and the existence of three minimum energy
regions, one singular region and a pair of regions. The singular region is
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shown to be connected to the polarised states of the ±pi
2
twiston.
The material of aligned polyethylene has a relatively high mechanical
strength and relatively low density in contrast to other materials. These
favourable properties of the material enable its application in a range of
industrial settings, such as the maritime, defense and renewable energy in-
dustry. The improvement of the mechanical properties of the material and
the discovery of new properties may be beneficial for industrial settings.
The geometric construction provides an overall hexagonal geometry that
could maximise the density of molecular chains. This is useful for producing
a strong material. It also provides a map of the variations in energy and
shows how these are connected to different parts of the system. These spe-
cific results could enable the engineering of the material to suit particular
needs. The existence of the geometric construction at the critical point of
the orthorhombic-hexagonal phase transition means that the material be-
haves both in the solid crystal regime and in the fluid regime. This, in
addition to the inherent frustration of the system, which is similar to a liq-
uid crystal. The material of aligned polyethylene may therefore potentially
have very similar properties to liquid crystals. These potential properties
would need to be explored in the future.
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10 Appendix
This appendix details an analysis that connects the Lennard-Jones potential
and the Frenkel-Kontorova model.
10.1 Attractive part of the LJ potential
We consider two parallel infinite molecular chains separated by perpendicular
distance ρ (Figure 5). Each chain is represented by the straight chain model.
One of the chains is displaced by distance ∆ along its axis. We consider the
interaction energy between a single bead on that chain and the other chain.
First we write the attractive part of the interaction energy between a
node on one chain and all the nodes on the other chain,
Eatt(∆) = −4σ6
n=∞∑
n=−∞
1
[ρ2 + (∆ + na)2]3
(64)
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where we have assumed that the repulsive 1
r12
component of the LJ potential
makes a negligible contribution to the energy. The variables σ and  are
parameters (length and energy respectively) and a is the natural length of the
harmonic springs in each chain. It is evident that that Eatt(∆) = Eatt(∆+a)
and therefore we may write,
Eatt(∆) = b0 +
p=∞∑
p=1
bp cos
(
2pi∆
a
)
(65)
where we have used the fact that E(∆) = E(−∆).
First we evaluate the constant b0 This is the average energy of interaction,
where the average is taken over the interval ∆ in [0, a].
b0a = −4σ6
∫ a
0
d∆
n=∞∑
n=−∞
1
[ρ2 + (∆ + na)2]3
(66)
To evaluate the sum exactly we let y = ∆ + na,
b0a = −4σ6
∫ (n+1)a
na
dy
n=∞∑
n=−∞
1
(ρ2 + y2)3
= −4σ6
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
1
(ρ2 + y2)3
(67)
which can be solved by considering a contour that closes the real axis and a
pole at z = iρ,
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
1
(ρ2 + y2)3
=
∮
C
dz
1
(ρ2 + z2)3
(68)
where C represents the chosen contour. To evaluate the contour integral we
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note that the pole at z = iρ is of order 3,∮
C
dz
1
(ρ2 + z2)3
= 2piiRes(z = iρ)
=
2
2!
pii lim
z→iρ
d2
dz2
(z − iρ)3 1
(z − iρ)3(z + iρ)3
=
3pi
8ρ5
(69)
and this allows is to obtain a final result for b0,
b0 = −3pi¯σ
6
8aρ5
(70)
where ¯ = 4.
Now we seek to evaluate bp where p 6= 0. We find that,
bpa
2
= −¯σ6
∫ a
0
d∆
∞∑
n=−∞
cos
(
2pip∆
a
)
[ρ2 + (∆ + na)2]3
(71)
and by using the substitution y = ∆ + na we can simplify the integral to:
bpa
2
= −¯σ6
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
cos
(
2pipy
a
)
(ρ2 + y2)3
= −¯σ6
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
exp
(
2piipy
a
)
(ρ2 + y2)3
(72)
where we have first used the fact that cos(y − na) = cos y and then noted
that cos(y) is even in y. We can solve this integral by writing,
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
exp
(
2piipy
a
)
(ρ2 + y2)3
=
∮
C
dz
exp
(
2piipy
a
)
(ρ2 + y2)3
= J (73)
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Using the residue theorem we evaluate the contour integral,
J = 2piiRes(z = iρ) (74)
=
2
2!
pii lim
z→iρ
d2
dz2
(z − iρ)3 exp
(
2piipz
a
)
(z − iρ)3(z + iρ)3 (75)
=
pi
8ρ5
exp
(
−2pipρ
a
)
[
4pi2p2ρ2
a2
+
6pipρ
a
+ 3] (76)
and therefore we get a result for bp,
bp = −pi¯σ
6
4aρ5
exp
(
−2pipρ
a
)
[
4pi2p2ρ2
a2
+
6pipρ
a
+ 3] (77)
which is consistent with b0. It is clear that the coefficients bp decay rapidly
for p > 1, so we need only consider b0 and b1 in Equation 59. The coefficient
b1 is,
b1 = −pi¯σ
6
4aρ5
exp
(
−2piρ
a
)
[
4pi2ρ2
a2
+
6piρ
a
+ 3] (78)
and by substituting b1 and b0 into Equation 58, we obtain the full attractive
part of the LJ potential,
Eatt(∆) = b0 + b1 cos
(
2pi∆
a
)
= b0 + b1[1− 2 sin2
(
pi∆
a
)
]
(79)
which is in the form we require for the FK model. Now we simplify this
expression,
Eatt(∆) = −D1 +D2 sin2
(
pi∆
a
)
(80)
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where,
D1 = −b0 − b1 (81)
D2 = −2b1 (82)
and because D1 > 0 and D2 > 0, E(∆) is minimised when ∆ = 0. Thus,
unless we include the repulsive energy we will not predict that ∆ = a
2
is the
minimum energy configuration.
10.1.1 Repulsive part of the LJ potential
We proceed with the repulsive part of the LJ potential in the same manner
as the attractive part. We express the repulsive energy with a Fourier Series,
Erep(∆) = c0 +
∞∑
p=1
cp cos
(
2pip∆
a
)
(83)
and we can find an expression for the coefficient c0,
c0a = ¯σ
12
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
1
(ρ2 + y2)6
(84)
which can be solved using contour integration. We first express the integral
in Equation 77 in terms of the integral in Equation 61, which was used to
evaluate the coefficient b0 for the attractive part of the LJ potential,
I1 =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
1
(ρ2 + y2)6
= − 1
60
(
d
dρ2
)3 ∫ ∞
−∞
dy
1
(ρ2 + y2)3
= − 1
60
(
d
dρ2
)3
K1
(85)
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and we note that K1 =
3pi
8ρ5
from the previous section. By expanding d
dρ2
to
1
2ρ
d
dρ
and carrying out the differentiation in Equation 78 we find c0.
c0 =
63¯σ6
256aρ11
(86)
Now we move to calculating c1. An expression for c1 is given by,
c1a
2
= ¯σ12
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
exp
(
2piiy
a
)
(ρ2 + y2)6
(87)
and we express this in terms of the integral in Equation 66, which was used
to calculate the coefficient b1, for the attractive part of the LJ potential,
I2 =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
exp
(
2piiy
a
)
(ρ2 + y2)6
= − 1
60
(
d
dρ2
)3 ∫ ∞
−∞
dy
exp
(
2piiy
a
)
(ρ2 + y2)3
= − 1
60
(
d
dρ2
)3
K2
(88)
and we have previously evaluated K2 in section finding the following expres-
sion,
K2 =
pi
8ρ5
exp
(
−2piρ
a
)(
4pi2ρ2
a2
+
6piρ
a
+ 3
)
(89)
which we can substitute into Equation 81. We now make the changes d
dρ2
→
1
2ρ
d
dρ
and u = 2piρ
a
. By expressing everything on the right hand side of Equa-
tion 81 terms of u and carrying out the differentiation we arrive at the fol-
lowing expression for I2,
I2 =
8pi12
15a11
exp(−u)
(
1
u6
+
15
u7
+
105
u8
+
420
u9
+
945
u1
+
945
u11
)
(90)
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which we can use to find c1,
c1 =
16¯
15
(piσ
a
)12
exp(−u)F (u) (91)
where F (u) =
(
1
u6
+ 15
u7
+ 105
u8
+ 420
u9
+ 945
u1
+ 945
u11
)
. We can state an approxi-
mate expression for E(∆),
Erep(∆) ≈ c0 + c1(1− 2 sin2
(
pi∆
a
)
= E1 − E2 sin2
(
pi∆
a
) (92)
where E1 = c0 + c1 and E2 = −2c1. Using Equation 84 in conjunction with
Equation 73 we can write the total interaction energy E(∆):
ELJ(∆) = Erep(∆) + Eatt(∆)
= (D1 + E1) + (D2 + E2) sin
2
(
pi∆
a
) (93)
If D2 + E2 < 0 we will predict a minimum for the interaction energy when
∆ = a
2
. Writing out the expressions for D2 and E2 explicitly in terms of the
variable u gives us,
D2 = 16¯
(piσ
a
)6
exp(−u)
(
1
u2
+
3
u4
+
3
u5
)
(94)
E2 = −32¯
15
(piσ
a
)12
exp(−u)F (u) (95)
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which we can use to re-write the condition D2 + E2 > 0,
1
F (u)
(
1
u2
+
3
u4
+
3
u5
)
<
2
15
(piσ
a
)6
(96)
and we can re-express this as,
1
G(u)
(u3 + 3u2 + 3u) <
2
15
(piσ
a
)6
(97)
where G(u) =
(
1 + 15
u
+ 105
u2
+ 420
u3
+ 945
u4
+ 945
u5
)
. We note that G(u) > 0 so
the condition is definitely true when,
u3 + 3u2 + 3u <
2
15
(piσ
a
)6
(98)
and it is also true when u = 0. When u >> 1 the condition is,
u <
(
2
15
) 1
3 (piσ
a
)2
(99)
and we therefore find a limiting condition on the spacing between the chains
ρ to ensure the staggering of chains:
ρ <
piσ2
a
(
1
60
) 1
3
(100)
We use the parameters a = 2.483A˚ and σ = 3.8A˚ (Table 1) to find that ρ <
4.66A˚. If the spacing ρ is increased past this value D2 +E2 becomes positive
and the chains would like to align. The upper limit we have calculated for ρ
is a slight over-estimate.
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